CHAPTER 8: SHOREZONE PROTECTIVE
STRUCTURES AND BMPS
8.1

PURPOSE AND USE OF THIS CHAPTER

The Lake Tahoe shorezone contains diverse geomorphic and complex ecological
environments, and has been subjected to special policies and restrictive ordinances
since 1972. Projects are often undertaken in the shorezone to improve navigation
at commercial marinas, develop recreational boating facilities, and secure the
protection of private properties and moorings. Selecting the best environmental
and engineering solution for a project requires formulating a clear definition of the
problem and its probable causes. Once accomplished, a comprehensive review of
potential solutions and alternatives can be generated.
The purpose of this chapter is to provide standards and criteria for planning,
design, and expected performance of potential shorezone projects and activities.
This regional guidance is updated to be as consistent as possible with the industry
standards represented in the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Coastal
Engineering Manual (CEM) 1. The CEM is the USACE’s most up to date and
comprehensive text for coastal and lake shore engineering. The CEM represents the
most complete source of information on this multi-faceted subject and is the most
current technical report in a rather long line of earlier companion documents. The
prior reports that were also reviewed to provide relevant material to this chapter
include the Engineering and Design for Coastal Geology 2; Environmental Engineering
for Coastal Shore Protection 3; the Shore Protection Manual 4; and the Technical
Engineering Report #4 5. Additionally, selected U.S. Environmental Planning Agency
(EPA) Water Resource Protection bulletins were relied on to provide specific
updates to the planning and engineering of projects in coastal and lake shore
settings.
This chapter is written for regional planners, civil engineers, and environmental
scientists who work in the shorezone environment of Lake Tahoe. Planning
practices and engineering designs represented in this chapter are based on the
most current understanding of littoral geomorphic processes and shorezone
management. 6 Although the CEM addresses a broad set of applications, the
sections used for this chapter have been interpreted and adapted to address the
specific mission, permitting authority, and project operations of the Tahoe Regional
Planning Agency (TRPA). Note that TRPA still requires findings be made that a
project is consistent with the TRPA Regional Plan, including all applicable Goals and
Policies, plan area statements and maps, the Code of Ordinances and other TRPA
plans and programs.

USACE 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
USACE, 1995, EM 1110-2-1810, Engineer Manual Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology
3 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection
4 USACE, 1984, USACE Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg MI, Shore Protection Manual, 4th ed. 2 Vol.
5 USACE, 1966, Beach Erosion Board, US Government Printing Office, Washington, DC, Technical Report No.4,
Shore Protection Planning and Design
6 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection, and USACE, 2008,
Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
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Immediate and long-term beneficial and adverse impacts to project areas and
adjacent environments are summarized along with methods to model design
parameters and guidance on formulating and planning studies that support
shorezone protection and navigation improvement projects. Construction and
pollution prevention BMPs are also included.

8.1.1

APPLICABILITY

The CEM is applicable to those USACE jurisdictions having civil and capital works
responsibility in coastal and lake shore settings of the United States. It is anticipated
that the comprehensive scope of this manual will warrant its use by regional
planners, civil engineers, and environmental scientists who work in the shorezone
environment of Lake Tahoe. Although, the CEM is applicable to a broad set of
applications the sections used for the Shorezone Protective Structures and BMPs
chapter have been interpreted and adapted to address the specific mission,
permitting authority, and project operations of the TRPA.

8.1.2

PURPOSE

The BMPs cited in this chapter include various static and dynamic features
specifically designed to match the dominant physical processes associated with the
eight distinct geomorphic settings identified in Lake Tahoe.
One of the purposes of this chapter is to provide insight and technical advice to
encourage the consideration and incorporation of soft engineering into shoreline
stabilization or development projects whenever possible.

8.1.3

SCOPE

Selection of the best environmental and engineering solution to a specific
shorezone problem requires a systematic and thorough study of the setting. This is
often required due to the complex nature of shorezone projects and the
geomorphic diversity of shorezone environments. The prerequisite to such studies,
or initial analysis, requires formulating a clear definition of the problem and its
probable causes. Once accomplished, a comprehensive review of potential
solutions and alternatives can be generated. This chapter addresses both natural
and human-induced alterations in the shorezone; it provides technical guidance on
structural and nonstructural measures as well as the BMPs that civil engineers
commonly employ to address these challenges. The immediate and long-term
beneficial and adverse impacts to the project area and adjacent environments are
also summarized.

8.1.4

ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES FOR SHOREZONE PROTECTION

There are five alternatives when attempting to mitigate the damage of storms and
severe waves: accommodation, protection, beach nourishment, retreat and, the
“do-nothing or no project” alternative (Refer to Figure 8-a). Society’s investments in
the shorezone are represented by the private or public development and/or
activities located at legally delineated, topographically fixed points in or near the
backshore. Storm surge and wave induced erosion can reduce the distance
between the fixed point (e.g., structural asset) and the water body. Lake level
fluctuation and historic shorezone adjustment (erosion) can also reduce the
distance, but at generally slower rates. Beach nourishment can accomplish the
same objective as the retreat option (i.e., increase the distance between the fixed
point and the water body) but it has indeterminate costs and impacts.
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Figure 8-a: Planning Approaches for Shorezone Protection
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Pope has developed a shorezone mitigation classification system as summarized
below (Table 8-1) 7.

Table 8-1: Types of Mitigation Alternatives
MITIGATION TYPE

COMMON PHRASE

Protection

“Draw the line”

Moderation

“Slow down the erosion rate”

Restoration

“Fill and maintain the beach”

Retreat

“Do nothing or no project”

Adaption

“Live with it”

The protection category is divided into armoring for storm defense (e.g., lake walls,
bulkheads and revetments) and moderation (e.g., groins, breakwaters) for erosion
control and backshore stabilization. Beach nourishment or restoration is often
called a soft engineering alternative in contrast to the hard engineering approaches
that were traditionally relied on for achieving shorezone protection. Adaptation
and retreat represent the “live with it” and “no project” alternatives (abstention)
which do not rely on using engineering solutions to mitigate shorezone
geomorphic processes and its associated erosion and sedimentation. 8
Historically, many coastal and lake shore properties were stabilized and hardened
with concrete and steel in order to protect development from wave action and
erosion. Today, there is interest in developing shorelines for multiple purposes so
that additional benefits can be retained and accrued. Soft engineering approaches
have been developed to use geomorphic and ecological principles and practices to
reduce erosion, increase stabilization, and secure public safety while also
enhancing habitat, improving aesthetics, and reducing costs. 9
The traditional types of lakeshore armoring such as lake walls, bulkheads and
revetments are still often relied on for protecting backshore cliffs and bluffs. The
cost of armoring must be analyzed during the planning phase but the price is often
justified when wave damage consistently threatens substantial human investment.
Stabilization for headland bluffs and shoreline terraces generally relies on the use of
breakwaters, groins, and the preservation of backshore wetlands and Stream
Environment Zones (SEZs) to moderate sediment transport processes and reduce
local erosion rates. These types of structures can be considered where chronic
erosion is a problem due to a diminished littoral sediment supply. 10
Adaptation and retreat requires the institutional elevation of structures, design
requisites for storm proofing and the imposition of zoning or development
restrictions through programmatic planning. Retreat is the permanent evacuation
or abandonment of shorezone infrastructure; for specific settings subject to
chronically high erosion rates and storm damage, this is a plausible alternative.
Total costs and constraints of this alternative must include the environmental
impact on the new site. In contrast to the implementation of hard engineering
solutions, many shorezone planning professionals advocate retreat as the most
appropriate long-term answer.
USACE, 1995, EM 1110-2-1810, Engineer Manual Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology and USACE, 2008,
Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
8 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection
9 USACE, 1984, USACE Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg MI, Shore Protection Manual, 4th ed. 2 Vol.
10 USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
7
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The combination of traditional engineering approaches with newer, nontraditional
technologies should be pursued and implemented in many locations. For example,
proper existing conditions analysis should identify an appropriately elevated
landscape position for siting and building structures. A combination of this
preplanning effort with minimal shoreline armoring and foreshore beach
nourishment could be proposed to achieve a more comprehensive, multi-pronged
shorezone protection strategy for a littoral property.
The “do nothing or no project” alternative is the option that allows for continued
erosion and repeated storm damage until environmental equilibrium is reached
(with the expected annual costs accrued for electing this choice). However, the “do
nothing or no project” alternative also potentially provides the basis or control for
measuring the effectiveness of the other proposed active alternatives cited
previously in this section. 11

8.1.5

PROTECTIVE STRUCTURES: ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

This chapter will discuss, in detail, each of the protective structures that serve as
shorezone protective BMPs. Consider the following general advantages and
disadvantages for protective structures (Table 8-2) before developing and
implementing specific designs.

Table 8-2: General Advantages and Disadvantages of Protective Structures
ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

 Reduce erosion in the backshore and











 May modify natural shorezone processes,

increase the stability of unstable backshore
areas.
Protect backshore and foreshore
development from adverse impacts by
severe littoral processes (e.g.,
hydrodynamics, erosion, and sedimentation)
Reduce the severity of both catastrophic
and gradual shoreline retreat.
Provide reasonable assurance of compliance
with federal, state, and regional water
quality discharge standards.
Protect parcel development from backshore
erosion and shoreline retreat.
Can allow for natural beach formation and
dynamic fluctuations within the backshore
(dynamic protective structures).
Account for erosion rates along the
shoreline and provide safer areas for
additional development.

8.1.6








especially littoral drift and beach
sedimentation.
May decrease ecological and geomorphic
function of SEZs and areas mapped as a
Beach (Be) miscellaneous map unit (a nonsoil NRCS map unit) within the shorezone
through direct or indirect alterations.
Can accelerate erosion in foreshore or
downdrift areas (static protective structures).
May require replenishment of the fronting
beach to maintain dynamic equilibrium and
prevent undermining (static protective
structures).
Require periodic maintenance and
replenishment to maintain effectiveness
(dynamic protective structures).

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND PLANNING

The primary function of shorezone protective structures is usually to maintain
existing fixed or legal boundaries. Considerations for selection, siting, and design
include: potential location of the structure with respect to the foreshore, its length
and height, the stability of the backshore soils, hydraulic processes lake-ward and
landward of the structure, availability of building materials, economic feasibility,
11

USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection
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environmental impacts, and acknowledgment of institutional and regulatory
constraints. 12
Table 8-3 shows the protective structures or civil works in four general engineering
problem categories and lists the factors that must be considered in analyzing each
problem. Hydraulic considerations include wind, waves, littoral cell currents, storm
surge or wind setup, and the detailed bathymetry of the project area. Geomorphic
considerations include littoral sediment classification and characteristics, direction
of sediment movement, rate of transport, net and gross deposition, and changes in
foreshore-backshore alignment. Navigation considerations include vessel data,
traffic lane delineation, and channel depth, width, length, and alignment
requirements. 13
The most successful protective structure designs are realized when the engineer
and planner work together with the property owner to evaluate the type, use,
effectiveness, economics, and potential for environmental impacts associated with
the project proposal. In selecting the shape, size, and location of shorezone
protective structures, the objective should be not only to design an engineering
fixture that will accomplish the desired results most economically, but also to
consider the geomorphic and biological effects on the immediate and adjacent
areas. An economic valuation assessment includes the maintenance costs, along
with the interest on and the amortization of the first capital project outlays. If any
planned activity would amplify the problem by extending its effects to a larger
adjacent shorezone reach, evaluate the financial and economic effects of each
consequence. Base this metric on an appropriate industry standard for
programmatic measures of performance such as comparing and contrasting
alternative plans by the total cost per year per meter of shorezone restored or
protected. 14
This technical narrative attempts to provide the most current set of
recommendations for shorezone protection representing the least amount of
disturbance to current and future land uses and backshore aesthetics. The selection
of the materials, including their form, texture, and color, must be considered in all
recommended designs. Ensure that the color of materials is compatible with the
surroundings. Select colors from the Munsell® colors set forth in Appendix G, TRPA
Approved Range of Earthtone Colors, of the TRPA Design Review Guidelines.
Proper planning and analysis also requires the consideration of legal and social
consequences where shorezone protection structures and control measures could
result in significant impacts to the physical or ecological qualities of the nearshore
environment. 15

USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection
USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection
14 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection and USACE, 2008,
Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
15 USACE, 1984, USACE Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg MI, Shore Protection Manual, 4th ed. 2 Vol. and
USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
12
13
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Table 8-3: Categorical Classification of Shorezone Engineering Problems
SHORELINE
STABILIZATION

BACKSHORE
PROTECTION

MARINA INLET
STABILIZATION

 Lake Wall

 Lake Wall

 Dredging

 Bulkhead

 Protective Beach

 Jetties

 Revetments
 Beach

(with or without
Restoration )
 Sand Dunes
 Revetments
 Bulkhead

 Navigation

nourishment (with
or without
Restoration)
 Detached and
Anchored
Breakwaters
 Groins
 Sand Bypassing

LAKE CIRCULATION
(HYDRODYNAMICS)
 Hydraulics (Nearshore










- Foreshore and
Lateral Drift Analysis)
Sediment Transport
(Littoral Drift Cell
Analysis)
Shorezone (Process
Interference from
Foreshore Control
Structures)
Legal and Policy
Analysis
Environment Impact
(Nearshore Water
Quality, AIS, Fisheries)
Economics

CONSIDERATIONS

CONSIDERATIONS

CONSIDERATIONS

ANALYTICAL TOOLS

 Hydraulic

 Hydraulic

 Hydraulic

 Physical Lake System











Modeling
Sediment
Transport
Modeling
Control Structures
Maintenance
Environment
Impact (Nearshore
Water Quality,
Aquatic Invasive
Species (AIS),
Fisheries)
Legal and
Regulatory
Requirements
Economics
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Modeling
Sediment
Transport
Modeling
Control Structures
Maintenance
Environment
Impact (Nearshore
Water Quality, AIS,
Fisheries)
Legal and
Regulatory
Requirements
Economics












Modeling
Sediment
Transport
Modeling
Control Structures
Maintenance
Environment
Impact (Nearshore
Water Quality,
AIS, Fisheries)
Legal and
Regulatory
Requirements
Economics
Operational and
Operator
Protocols

Modeling
 Nearshore Monitoring
 Inter-Agency Permit

Coordination

 Quantitative

Geomorphic Analysis

 Adjustment Analysis
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8.1.7

REGULATORY PERMITTING

When a land owner or other legally responsible party wants to consider advancing
a proposal for a installing a shorezone protective structure on their property there
are a number of federal, state, regional, and jurisdictional entities that must be
contacted. Refer to Table 8-4. Additionally, the local jurisdictions may require
building permits, own the fee title or have an easement over a portion of littoral
land where the project is proposed to be located. If the project can potentially
affect a utility, the project proponent may also need a permit from that entity as
well (e.g. pump station or a water intake line). Please consult the appropriate
agencies listed below in Table 8-4 when thinking about any action in the backshore
that may require excavation and/or the construction of a physical structure.

Table 8-4: Federal, State and Regional Permits Required for the Installation or
Repair of Shorezone Protective Structures in Lake Tahoe
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency

Shorezone Permit (Grading permit)

Nevada Division of Environmental Protection

Working in Waters Permit
Section 401 Water Quality Certification
Waste Discharge Permit
Section 401 Water Quality Certification

Lahontan Water Quality Control Board
California State Lands Commission

State Lease

Army Corp of Engineers

Nationwide Permit
Section 404 Permit

Nevada State Lands

Shorezone Permit

California Department of Fish and Game

Section 1201 Permit

Nevada Department of Wildlife

Letter of Concurrence

8.1.8

THE PHYSIOGRAPHIC SETTING

As the shorezone is dynamic and constantly evolving, civil engineers, program
managers, and regional planners need to be aware of the physical diversity of the
shorezone for a number of reasons.
First, the balance and interactions between physical processes vary in different
areas and must be evaluated on a site-specific basis. Understanding the
geomorphic diversity provides insights to the critical factors that may affect a
particular project area.
Second, different geomorphic settings imply different erosion and sediment
accretion patterns; thus, the geomorphic analytical tools and procedures suitable
for a particular setting may not be appropriate for another area.
The shorezone (i.e., backshore, foreshore and nearshore) should not be evaluated
by itself; it must be viewed as a dynamic zone of transition, interaction, and
exchange between the inland watersheds and the deeper pelagic zone of Lake
Tahoe. The watersheds are sources of energy, nutrients, and sediment, and any
alterations due to upland land uses and activities will often generate observable
changes in the shorezone. The shorezone is the setting where littoral sediment is
entrained, transported, and deposited to the deeper portions of the lake. The lake’s
physiography determines the fetch for wind-generated waves that dominate
shaping much of the shorezone environment.
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Any interruption to the system, for instance by dredging or construction, may result
in adjustments throughout the system; therefore, exercise diligence in identifying
unstable backshore areas and designing the proper shorezone protection that
takes into account the dynamics associated with the shorezone’s energetic setting.
In Lake Tahoe, the potential sources of sand and sediment include rivers, bluffs,
dunes, and the inner nearshore shelves along with urban runoff. The potential sinks
include bays, dunes, deeper offshore areas, and dredging sites. Currently there is
one detailed sediment budget for the Lake Tahoe shorezone that was developed as
part of source area analysis for the Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL). There is also
current research being conducted to examine and map the littoral cells and limited
longshore depositional patterns associated with Lake Tahoe.

8.1.8.1 SHOREZONE TOLERANCE DISTRICTS
Analysis of the physical composition, incipient geometry, and dominant
geomorphic processes of Lake Tahoe’s shorezone has resulted in the development
of a classification scheme that distinguishes eight separate Shorezone Tolerance
Districts, refer to Figure 8-b. 16 These Shorezone Tolerance Districts have been
categorized using a scale, with an increasing resilience or decreasing sensitivity to
development or disturbance as ratings move from 1 to 8 (Refer to Table 8-5).
Shorezone Tolerance Districts are geomorphic settings that vary in stability and
sensitivity to physical perturbation. Major factors influencing the shorezone
geomorphic districts are geological structure, regional tectonics, and quaternary
(within the last 2 million years) geomorphic processes such as, glaciation, hill-slope
failure, patterns of nearshore sediment erosion, and deposition. Each of these
factors alone or in combination can affect shorezone stability. Multiple facets within
each of these elements combine to form complex and interrelated feedback
mechanisms that strongly determine the inherent sensitivity or stability for each
shorezone district. Figure 8-b presents the Shorezone Tolerance Districts mapped
around Lake Tahoe.

16

Orme, A.R., Department of Geography, UCLA,1972, Toward a Shorezone Plan for Lake Tahoe, p.52
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Figure 8-b: Shorezone Tolerance Districts
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Table 8-5: The General Geomorphic Characteristics of the Shorezone Tolerance
Districts
DISTRICT

HAZARD
CLASS

1

H

Young and old barrier beach and lakeshore dune deposits, composed
of Beach (Be) sediments

2

H

Volcanic and morainic shorezones with slopes over 30% and alluvial
shorezones of 9-30% slope

3

H

Armored granite shorezones with slopes exceeding 30%

4

M

Volcanic and morainic shorezones with 15-30% slopes and alluvial
shorezones with slopes of 0-9%

5

M

Armored granite shorezones with slopes of 15-30%

6

M

Shorezones of volcanic rock and morainic debris with 5-15% slopes

7

L

Shorezones of morainic and alluvial materials of 0-9% slope

8

L

Gently sloping (0-9%) armored granite shorezones

CHARACTERISTICS

Tolerance District 1 has been designated as the most sensitive in the Lake Tahoe
Region; it includes barrier beaches and adjacent lakeshore dunes 17. Barrier beach
shorezones typically have a low sandy strand separating the foreshore from SEZs
and wetlands on the inland side. Younger barrier beach systems commonly have a
shallow lagoon or inundated wetland behind them. The areas behind older barrier
beach berms are usually filled with an accumulation of sediment and are not
generally as wet as those behind younger systems. Regardless of age, the barrier
beaches do experience periodic breaches as a result of strong wave action,
especially if interference with littoral drift and deposition disrupts the natural
supply of sediment from updrift and offshore sources.
Lake Tahoe dune lands have been traditionally included in Tolerance District 1
protection standards. The montane dune lands that are associated with the Lake
Tahoe shorezone are highly erodible and as sensitive to disturbance as barrier
beaches. The aeolian (wind) deposits that comprise dune sediments mostly
originate from the foreshore and nearshore. Littoral sediments are exposed,
entrained, transported, and deposited by wind energy when lake water surface
elevations are low. Dune deposits generally lack cohesion and are quite susceptible
to re-entrainment and transport by wind.
Many dunes in Lake Tahoe are naturally mobile or geomorphically new and lack
established vegetation. Surface stormwater and precipitation can rapidly infiltrate
into dune sands because of their porosity (i.e., large connected interstitial void
spaces resulting in limited detention or contact time). Lake Tahoe dunes are
comprised primarily of quartz sands derived from the weathering of granite. The
chemically inert nature of quartz limits its ability to effectively filter and remove
dissolved nutrients from infiltrating stormwater. The proximity of Lake Tahoe’s
dune lands to the littoral beach and nearshore waters creates a concern that
17

Orme, A.R., Department of Geography, UCLA, 1972, Toward a Shorezone Plan for Lake Tahoe p.52
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exfiltrating hyporheic groundwater contaminated by shorezone development
could rapidly reach the lake without being adequately treated or filtered. Projects
and activities planned for Tolerance District 1 areas continue to be controlled
because of this sensitivity to disturbance, susceptibility to erosion, and limited
capacity to treat surface and groundwater before it interfaces with the open waters
of the nearshore.
Shorezone Tolerance Districts 2, 4, 6, and 7 represent shorelines made of volcanic,
alluvial, or morainic materials. These Tolerance Districts are less sensitive than
Tolerance District 1, but are still subject to potentially high rates of erosion. The
Tolerance Districts are separated solely on the basis of slope measurements, with
Tolerance District 2 consisting of the steepest and Tolerance District 7 containing
the gentlest slopes. This ranking does not differentiate between the relative
stability of the different materials.
Significant differences can be observed in Shorezone Tolerance Districts of the
same classification simply because of their exposure to differing frequency and
magnitude of wave action. The presence of deep water near and foreshore
increases wave action on the backshore. Under these conditions, shorezones
composed of the same geological material will show a different landform character.
However, similar backshore substrate will respond to the forces acting on them
from the lake in similar ways. 18 For example, the backshore of Glenbrook Bay is
composed of younger lakebed deposits that are easily eroded. From
Slaughterhouse Creek in the north and proceeding south, the shorezone conditions
change predominantly because of exposure to wave action. The younger lakebeds
exposed at the north exhibit a steep eroding escarpment, while wide beaches form
further south.
Tolerance Districts 3, 5 and 8 delineate shorelines that consist of armored granite
with slopes ranging from over 30 percent for District 3 to less than 10 percent for
District 8. Armored granite shorelines are the most stable and least erodible of all
types at Lake Tahoe. Although the erodibility of the soils overlying the granitic
bedrock increases with greater slope, the stability of the bedrock remains the same.

18

TRPA, 1998, Shorezone EIS
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8.1.8.2 TOLERANCE DISTRICT AND BACKSHORE DELINEATION METHODS
(CURRENT REGIONAL STANDARDS)

TRPA has identified geomorphic characteristics and criteria that shall be utilized
when mapping the upland limit, or backshore boundary of each shorezone
Tolerance District (Refer to Figure 8-c). All factors that affect the stability of the
shorezone shall be evaluated to properly delineate the backshore boundary: slope,
wave run-up, substrate composition, and seismic hazards. The landward backshore
boundary shall be established utilizing the following methods, whichever
establishes the wider backshore:

 Option 1 - Measuring landward from the high water line, 1.5 times the height of
the bluff or berm adjacent to the shoreline and adding 10 feet thereto (the
height of the bluff or berm shall be the difference between the high water
elevation and the elevation of the top of the bluff or berm) (Refer to Figure 8-d);
or

 Option 2 - Within area of designated wave run-up (80 mile per hour / 1 hour
duration wind event) and adding 10 feet thereto (Refer Figure 8-e); or

 Option 3 - Having the landward boundary of the area of instability determined
by a licensed geologist, geotechnical engineer, or qualified soil scientist and
adding 10 feet thereto (Refer Figure 8-f). The area of instability within the
backshore shall be determined as the area above the normal high water line (el.
6,299.1 feet) that contains one or more of the following characteristics:








Slopes ratios greater than 2:1 (horizontal to vertical)
Beach (Be) miscellaneous map unit (A NRCS non soil map unit identifying
Lake Tahoe’s littoral beach settings)
Soil and/or rock lacking competency that may exhibit features indicative of
impending slope movement. This could be evidence of recent rockfalls or
landslides, such as un-vegetated scarps, hummocky topography, tension
cracks, or unfavorable bedding planes. This could also be signs of excessive
soil creep such as cracks in roads, tilted fence poles, and inclined tree trunks.
Factors indicating mass movement potential include seeps on slopes, joint
plane(s) intersecting slope surfaces, and areas significantly void of
pioneering vegetation.
Area within the current and/or historic meanders of stream mouths.
Slopes undercut by either wave action or stream bank erosion.
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Figure 8-c: The Shorezone of Lake Tahoe

Figure 8-d: Option 1—Backshore Delineation Using Bluff Height
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Figure 8-e: Option 2—Backshore Delineation Using Wave Run-Up Area

Figure 8-f: Option 3—Backshore Delineation by Determining the Area of Instability
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8.1.8.3 BACKSHORE SETBACKS AND BUFFERS
Utilizing the previous criteria results in the delineation of a discernable landward
limit encompassing the backshore area of instability. However, the backshore
boundary and setback are not established as permanently fixed upland limits in
order to account for dynamic changes that are present in the shoreline. For
example, unstable shoreline bluffs east of Tahoe City have been experiencing slope
failure and landslides. Because of the landslides, the top edge of the bluff on some
parcels has moved landward over the span of a few years. Therefore, the upland
backshore boundary will be adjusted the next time a project in this locality requires
the re-examination of the previously delineated backshore of record. The
backshore boundary is delineated to be reliable and constant for most planning
and permitting scenarios but it is not permanently fixed so that it can be adjusted
to account for the dynamic nature of shorezone adjustment over time.
Applying the setback delineation protocols and methods such as those cited above
are considered modest preventative measures against rapid backshore retreat or
bluff failure.
Buffers and regulatory setbacks are areas that are delineated around designated
protected settings in order to reduce potentially adverse impacts to endemic
geomorphic and biogeochemical functions and values. Shorezone, wetland, and
SEZ buffers also provide wildlife habitat for use in feeding, roosting, breeding,
rearing, seeking cover and mobility, and thermal protection. Finally, buffers reduce
the adverse impacts of human disturbance on shorezone habitats including
blocking noise and glare; reducing sedimentation and nutrient input; reducing
direct human disturbance from dumped debris, cut vegetation, and trampling; and
providing visual separation.
Once the unstable backshore lands have been properly identified and delineated,
certain shoreline protective structures may be considered and employed to both
attenuate erosion and thwart the potential loss of property. These structures
include various static and dynamic methods as described later in this chapter.

8.1.9

ADDITIONAL TRPA THRESHOLD STANDARDS

Environmental Threshold Standards Carrying Capacities set environmental goals
and standards for the Lake Tahoe Region and indirectly define the capacity of the
Region to accommodate additional land development. Land development may
negatively affect attainment of an environmental threshold standard. Special
efforts, such as mitigation measures, must be taken to reduce impacts. In particular,
shorezone activities can affect all other TRPA Threshold Standards including Water
Quality, Soil Conservation, Air Quality, Vegetation, Wildlife, Fisheries, Scenic
Resources, Noise, and Recreation.
Scenic Resources and project compliance with TRPA scenic requirements is a major
consideration in the planning of shorezone projects; during project planning,
consider scenic design. The construction of hard-engineered shoreline protective
structures (unnatural looking structures) can contribute to lowering the scenic
quality threshold standard ratings for shoreline scenic units, unless the structure
includes scenic mitigation. Concepts such as incorporation of woody vegetation,
design of vertical walls with a weathered granite appearance, wall simulations of
rocks/natural materials, and consider incorporation of rocks/natural materials in
front of vertical walls at every opportunity. The TRPA project review process for
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shorezone protective structures must balance the best design for supporting water
quality, scenic quality, and associated environmental values.
Wildlife and Fisheries is also a major consideration when planning shorezone
projects. A project proponent should know whether the project area is located in a
prime fish habitat area as indicated on TRPA Prime Fish Habitat maps. If the project
is near the TRPA mapped boundary of a fish habitat area a mapped borderline, or
field verification, will be required prior to submitting the project application. Use
the Wildlife and Fisheries Dichotomous Key below to determine whether further
review may be necessary for a project.

8.1.9.1 DICHOTOMOUS KEY FOR ‘PERMITTEE STEERING” TOOL –
WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES

WILDLIFE

1. Is the project area located in a lagoon or still-water area supporting aquatic
vegetation?

(a) Yes. Further environmental review and/or assessment may be necessary to
determine the potential project related impacts to onshore wildlife habitat
(b) No. Two
2. Is the project area located within 0.5 mile of an active bald eagle nest or within
0.25 mile of active osprey nest; see TRPA Regional Plan Overlay Maps?
(a) Yes. Further environmental review and/or assessment may be necessary to
determine the potential project related impacts to onshore wildlife habitat.
Limited operation period and/or disturbance zone avoidance may be
required
(b) No. Three
3. Does the project area include potential habitat for wildlife or nesting waterfowl?
(a) Yes. Further environmental review and/or assessment may be necessary to
determine the potential project related impacts to onshore wildlife habitat
(b) No. The project will likely not adversely impact onshore wildlife habitat,
including waterfowl nesting areas
FISHERIES

1. Is the project area, including all project activities AND potential indirect effects
to shorezone, located in the nearshore or foreshore zone (the beach)?
(a) Yes. Two
(b) No. The project will likely not adversely impact prime fish habitat
2. Will the project alter the existing conditions in the shorezone in a way that may
increase scour or otherwise reduce diversity of the shorezone in or adjacent to
the project area?

(a) Yes. Three
(b) No. The project will likely not adversely impact prime fish habitat
3. Is the project located within, 1,000 feet of a stream mouth?
(a) Yes. See TRPA Regional Plan Overlay Maps: Stream Mouth Protection Zones;
Further environmental review may be necessary to determine the potential
project-related impacts to fish migration if project is located within a Stream
Mouth Protection Zone
(b) No. Four
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4. Is the project located in spawning habitat or feed and/or cover habitat as
identified in TRPA Regional Plan Overlay Maps: Prime Fish Habitat?

(a) Yes. Further environmental review and site specific habitat assessment may
be necessary to determine the potential project-related impacts to prime fish
habitat. Alternatively, incorporation of appropriate project measures may be
necessary to mitigate potential impacts to prime fish habitat
(b) No. The project will likely not adversely impact prime fish habitat
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8.2

BULKHEADS AND LAKE WALLS

8.2.1

OVERVIEW

A bulkhead is a vertical wall designed to prevent backshore erosion and prevent
hillslope mass movement. These types of retaining walls are primarily constructed
to hold or prevent sliding of the backshore soil while providing limited protection
from wave action. These structures are also used to stabilize a commercial marina
navigational channel or basin that has been established and maintained by
dredging.
The primary purpose of a lake wall was originally to prevent inland flooding from
major storm events that are accompanied by large and powerful waves. The key
functional element in lake wall design is the calculation of the crest elevation in
order to minimize the overtopping from storm surge and wave run-up.
Bulkheads and lake walls are most applicable to backshore settings comprised of
low bluffs which might otherwise fail and collapse towards the foreshore. The
bulkhead protects the eroding bluffs by retaining soil at the toe, thereby increasing
upper hill slope stability. Bulkheads are also applicable at marinas where water
depth and a fixed channel position need to be maintained. Bulkheads are designed
to protect eroding slopes that are not liable to failure and collapse but are often
used where a sloping revetment may not be feasible. This determination must be
made during the initial planning stages when the existing conditions and impacts
analyses are being conducted. Bulkheads can be used for the rare reclamation
project where beach fill is needed at a position in the existing foreshore.
Use bulkheads only where protection of the backshore is determined to be of
greater value than beach preservation. Bulkheads can be grouped into three
general categories based on the support structure employed to ensure stability
(Refer to Table 8-6). Numerous modifications of these types and hybrid structures
are also in use.

Table 8-6: Overview of Bulkhead and Lake Wall Structures
TYPE

SUPPORT
STRUCTURE
Cantilever

Derive their support from ground penetration; therefore, the
effective embedment length must be sufficient to prevent
overturning.

Anchored

Similar to cantilevered bulkheads except they gain additional
support from anchors embedded on the landward side or from
structural piles placed appropriately deep on the lakeward side.
Corrosion protection at the connecting fixtures is particularly
important in avoiding structural failure.

Cantilever

Piles provide support from ground penetration. Panels are
placed between and supported by vertical piles to retain the
earth. H-piles may be easier to drive compared to sheet piles.

Sheet Pile

Soldier Pile

DESCRIPTION
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TYPE

Gravity

SUPPORT
STRUCTURE
Weight provides
a gravity-based
stability against
the backshore
slope sliding
forces and
overturning (e.g.,
rock-filled crib)

DESCRIPTION
Eliminates the expense of pile driving and can often be used
where subsurface conditions are suitable to support the
weight or where bedrock is too close to the surface to allow
pile driving. Depends primarily on shearing resistance along
the base of the structure to support the applied loads. Not
designed to prevent rotational slides in settings where the
failure surface passes beneath the structure.

19

Overall, bulkheads and lake walls are a permanent BMP which provide source
control and hydrologic control for stormwater. Further, they can be applied at
commercial and lakefront settings (Refer to Table 8-7).

8.2.2

BULKHEADS AND LAKE WALLS: ADVANTAGES AND
DISADVANTAGES

When choosing a backshore BMP or Shorezone Protective Structures, examine the
potential effects, costs, and general considerations. For example, in installing a
bulkhead or lake wall, end wall effects may occur that would not be present with
another choice of BMP.
If properly designed and installed, bulkheads can effectively protect the backshore.
However, impacts to the fronting foreshore beach can be a result. Use bulkheads
only where sloping revetments are not, for example if a slope of 1:1.5 (run to rise)
cannot be achieved for a sloping revetment or if the footprint of a sloping
revetment would cover a significant fraction of the beach. A bulkhead must be
designed or augmented with additional maintenance measures (sediment
nourishment); such that it will not accelerate beach erosion.
There are a number of mechanisms whereby a bulkhead or lake wall can affect the
fronting foreshore beach or downdrift beaches:

1. Placement loss – A bulkhead or revetment may occupy existing beach area,

leading to an immediate loss of beach. This is normally a minor loss for
bulkheads; however, it can be significant for revetments, which generally have a
larger footprint. Bulkheads and revetments are normally not permitted to
extend below the legal high water line of Lake Tahoe.

2. Loss of sand previously supplied by eroding bluffs – If an eroding bluff is

supplying a significant quantity of sediment to the beach, armoring that bluff
with a bulkhead or revetment will cut off that supply. This can affect both the
beach immediately fronting the bulkhead and downdrift beaches. This effect
should normally be mitigated through beach nourishment.

3. Passive erosion – If a bulkhead or revetment is built to protect backshore assets

fronted by an eroding beach, the beach will continue to erode and the high
water line will migrate landward towards the structure. The effect of this
migration will be the gradual narrowing of the beach in front of the bulkhead or
revetment. Generally, use bulkheads or revetments only on eroding shorelines
where protection of the backshore is determined to be of greater value than

19

USACE, 1995, EM 1110-2-1810, Engineer Manual Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology
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beach preservation. Mitigation of passive erosion through beach nourishment is
possible but is often costly because of the ongoing need for sediment.

4. Groin effect – If a bulkhead or revetment is built to protect backshore assets
fronted by an eroding beach, while adjacent areas are allowed to erode
naturally, the structure will eventually extend into the lake beyond the high
water line. At this stage, the structure may act as a groin, preventing alongshore
transport of sediment and increasing erosion at downdrift beaches. The
structure is also vulnerable to flanking at this stage – wave energy can reach the
backshore around the ends of the structure if it was not designed with return
walls. The structure can become disconnected from the backshore and fail.

5. Active Erosion – In some cases, wave reflections from a vertical bulkhead can

increase the wave energy on the beach and actually increase the rate of erosion.
This is site specific and is more likely to occur if the bulkhead extends into the
lake beyond the high water line, so that there is deep water at the bulkhead.
Active erosion should not be confused with toe scour. Toe scour is the short-term
and localized loss of sediment at the toe of a structure that occurs during storms.
This can lead to structural failure of a bulkhead that does not have adequate toe
protection. However, the beach normally recovers rapidly from this localized loss.
Table 8-7 below summarizes the different mechanisms.

Table 8-7: Potential Erosional Mechanisms Concerns when using a Bulkhead or
Lake Wall
PROCESS AND
SYMPTOM

COMMENT

Placement loss

Normally small for bulkheads and lake walls. Leads to an immediate loss of
beach fronting the structure.

Loss of sand
previously supplied
by eroding bluffs

Geotechnical analysis required to determine whether this is an issue. Can
lead to long-term beach erosion. Can be mitigated through beach
nourishment

Passive erosion

Occurs with chronically eroding beaches. In such cases, placement of a
bulkhead or lake wall values the backshore more than the beach. Difficult
to mitigate.
Can occur with chronically eroding beaches. Impacts adjacent properties.

Groin effect
Active erosion

Can increase the rate of beach erosion in some cases. Most likely to occur if
there is open water fronting the structure.

Figure 8-g illustrates a hypothetical case in which a combination of these
mechanisms leads to the loss of a beach. Before construction of the bulkhead, a
retreating sandy cliff feeds sand to the beach. As a result of this loss of sediment
supply, the beach begins to retreat. The water immediately in front of the bulkhead
becomes deeper and the waves become larger. Reflections from the bulkhead
exacerbate this increase in wave energy, and the rate of beach erosion increases
further.
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Figure 8-g: Potential Beach Erosion Scenarios Associated with Shorezone
Protective Structures
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Like all BMPs, bulkheads and lake walls have advantages and disadvantages
depending on the installation, purpose, and setting (Refer to Table 8-8).

Table 8-8: Advantages and Disadvantages of Bulkheads and Lake Walls
ADVANTAGE
 Protects backshore areas from wave action

DISADVANTAGE

and erosion. Stabilizes low bluffs.
 Smaller footprint than a revetment.
 Can help decrease turbidity and enhance
water quality by reducing the supply of fine
materials from the backshore into the lake.
 In marinas, allows boats to be moored close
to land.

8.2.3

 Protects only the land immediately behind

the beach. Provides no protection to the
beach and in some cases can increase
erosion at fronting and adjacent beaches.
 Wave run-up and active erosion may be
greater for a vertical wall than for a
revetment.
 Requires excavation, backfilling, pile driving,
and material transport. In the short term, this
can result in increased suspended solid loads
within the adjoining water body.
 May fail if scouring undermines the base of
the structure.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND PLANNING

Sea walls (i.e. lake walls in this context) are most commonly used along ocean
shorelines and are not common in Lake Tahoe. Bulkheads are designed to resist
earth pressures from the backshore, rather than to resist high wave energy, and so
are more common applications for Lake Tahoe. They retain low bluffs that might
otherwise collapse towards the lake. If a bulkhead is placed at the toe of an oversteepened bluff, the bluff may slide and bury or move the bulkhead towards the
water. In addition, bulkheads will not protect from rotational landslides where the
plane of failure is below the base of the structure. 20
Steel sheet pile is the most commonly used bulkhead building material. However,
good design practice also includes installation of a geotextile or gravel filter
between the bulkhead and the backfill to further prevent sediment losses. An
often-encountered difficulty in installing geotextiles is depth of placement. For
sheet piles that are driven, placing the geotextiles the full depth of the structure is
impractical. The loss of the backfill from water (rain and/or wave overtopping)
seeping through a timber-constructed bulkhead to below the depth of the filter
fabric or below the depth of the piles is a common mode of failure and can lead to
structural damage. 21
Sheet piles require suitable subsurface soil strength to support the weight of the
structure. Because they rely solely on the stability at the base of the structure to
provide resistance to the upland forces bearing down on it, their application is
generally limited in Lake Tahoe. Masonry or reinforced concrete bulkheads are also
examples of the massive gravity type of bulkhead. 22

20 USACE,1995, Engineer Manual EM 1110-2-1810, Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology and USACE, 2008,
Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
21 USACE, 1995, Engineer Manual EM 1110-2-1810,Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology and USACE, 2008,
Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
22 USACE, 1995, Engineer Manual EM 1110-2-1810, Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology, and USACE, 2008,
Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
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The minimum height of a bulkhead and lake wall are determined by the maximum
calculated wave height of the designated design storm including run-up (the 80
mile an hour – 1 hour duration wind event modeled at the legal high water limit of
6,229.1 feet). Severe wave overtopping may lead to undermining at the back of the
wall and to eventual failure and collapse of the structure. Waves can also wash
away backfill along the sides of these structures. This loss can be prevented
through flanking return walls that are keyed in at the ends of the bulkhead or by
tying each end into existing shore protection devices or bedrock. In addition, the
foundation embedment must be deep enough to prevent overturning Hyporeic
groundwater percolating through the soil may build up pore pressures behind the
structure and cause it to fail. Install and space weep holes appropriately along the
bottom of the structures and equipped with filters to relieve the pressure.
Since toe scour can undermine the structure base and cause failure, toe protection
is necessary for stability. Typical toe protection consists of sizing rocks large enough
to resist movement by large wave forces, with an underlying layer of granular
material or filter cloth to prevent the soil from washing through voids in the scour
apron. 23
There are two calculations that must be done when designing a bulkhead or lake
wall. First, wave conditions and scour must be estimated such that the design wave
is broken at the toe of the bulkhead or lake wall, recommended to be modeled at
the higher lake stand levels (e.g. perhaps 6,228 feet and higher). Furthermore, the
scour depth at the base of the bulkhead is approximately equal to the height of the
wave at the toe. Calculate the height of this broken wave, Htb, based on there being
no scour. The maximum scour depth
Equation 2.1, as follows:

smax

should then be calculated, using

smax = Htb (CEM Equation VI-5-259)

(Equation 2.1)

This scour depth is then subtracted from the level of the beach immediately
adjacent to the structure, and the wave conditions at the base of the structure
recalculated. Rock toe protection should normally be installed to limit the depth of
the scour. The toe protection should extend a distance from the wall of at least
twice the wave height, Htb, at the base of the structure (CEM Equation VI-5-277).
For a bulkhead located such that the design wave is not broken at the toe under
any lake levels, the scour conditions and bulkhead design must be carried out by
engineering firms that regularly perform such services.
Second, the wave run-up and overtopping values must be calculated. The
minimum crest elevation is established as follows.
Calculate the design wave height at the toe of the bulkhead Ht, including the
effects of scour on the water depth.
The freeboard Rc of the wall – that is, the crest elevation above the still water level
including wave setup – must obey both of the following criteria:

23 USACE, 1995, Engineer Manual EM 1110-2-1810, Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology and USACE, 2008,
Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
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First, fewer than 2% of the waves should overtop the wall using Equation 2.2 (CEM
Equation VI-5-33), which shows the relationship between probability of
overtopping per incoming wave (Pow).

Pow

  R
c
= exp − 
  0.91Ht





2


 < 2%


(Equation 2.2)

Second, the average discharge of water Q, calculated with Equation 2.3 due to
waves that do overtop the wall must not be dangerous to pedestrians or cause
damage to buildings (CEM Equation VI-5-28, Table VI-5-6).

 R  10 −4 cfs/foot standard units
Q = 0.082 gH t3 exp − 3 c  <  -5 3
(Equation 2.3)
 H t  10 m /s/m metric units
8.2.4

INSTALLATION

Due to the site specific requirements and general design complexity, bulkheads,
and lake walls must be designed by a licensed professional civil engineer and
installed by qualified professional construction personnel.

8.2.5

MAINTENANCE

Bulkheads must be inspected periodically (annually to biannually) for signs of scour
at the top, base, or sides and repaired immediately.
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Figure 8-h: Typical Anchored Sheet Pile Bulkhead Design
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Figure 8-i: Typical Lake Wall (Gravity Wall) Design
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8.3

STATIC REVETMENTS

8.3.1

OVERVIEW

Revetments are layers of protection on the top of a sloped surface intended to
protect the underlying soil. Static revetments are installed to prevent backshore
erosion, to reduce turbidity and nutrient input, and to attenuate wave run-up. 24
The revetments built in Lake Tahoe are sloping structures composed of native
stones or other natural looking erosion resistant material. Revetments are
constructed along the lake edge to protect the backshore and foreshore from
erosive wave action. Static, or hard, revetments are designed to resist movement
from the shear forces that are generated from most lake waves, but are usually
designed to be somewhat flexible under very high wave conditions. They are also
commonly designed to allow breaking waves to dissipate by allowing the wave
water to permeate into the interstitial pockets between the rocks.
Static revetments are applicable to shorezone properties where development is
threatened from accelerated erosion of the backshore. Slopes steeper than 1.5H:1V
are generally unsuitable for revetments unless altered with additional grading.
Overall, revetments are a permanent BMP and apply source control and hydrologic
control for stormwater applications.

8.3.2

STATIC REVETMENTS: ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

There are multiple types of revetments. For example, erosion protection from wave
action can be provided by installing pre-fabricated concrete blocks (often labeled
CCM, for cellular concrete mattress). These interlocking or cable-tied blocks form a
revetment similar to a gabion mattress (i.e., rock-fill encased in wire caging) but
without the exposed wire caging.
In comparison, riprap revetments are placed on a sloping bank and depend on the
stability of the underlying soil for support. Fill material beneath a revetment must
be adequately compacted prior to installing the riprap. Riprap revetment, like other
revetments, consists of two or more layers (filter and armor).
Regardless of the type of revetment, there are advantages and disadvantages in
using a revetment as a BMP (Refer to Tables 8-9 and 8-10).

24

USACE, 1995, Engineer Manual EM 1110-2-1810, Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology
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Table 8-9: Advantages and Disadvantages of using Concrete Block Revetments
ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

 Provide open areas of 20 to 25 % to

 Require cable-tied and geotextile bonded



 Can be expensive to apply in difficult







accommodate vegetation.
Are cost effective.
Are known to be flexible, durable, and can
conform to minor settlement.
Easy maintenance once established
Structural voids and hardened substrate
provide some cover and escape habitat for
local biota.
Less tonnage required when compared to
riprap. The thickness required is one-third to
one-fifth that of riprap.

systems, which are usually proprietary.
settings.

 Susceptible to vandalism (non-cabled

application).

 Design and installation guidance is marginal

for some man-made concrete block systems.

 May present an aesthetically unnatural

appearance unless vegetation is planted to
baffle visual impact.

Table 8-10: Advantages and Disadvantages of using Riprap Revetments
ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

 Self-adjusting to minor amounts of substrate









consolidation or movement.
May experience minor damage and continue
to function adequately without further
damage.
The rough surface of riprap dissipates local
littoral cell currents and minimizes wave
run-up more than a smooth revetment.
Material is readily available in many
locations and can be less expensive than
other structural alternatives.
Aquatic organisms can use the riprap as
marginally suitable habitat.
Can be repaired easily by placing additional
stone when needed.

 If material is not local, available, and easy to






transport to the site, costs can become
prohibitive.
May present a favorable habitat environment
for certain aquatic invasive species.
May not be aesthetically acceptable without
scenic mitigation.
May pose a hazard to people who must
access the revetment.
Can cover up a significant swath of beach.

If properly designed and installed, static revetments prevent backshore erosion.
However, static structures can contribute to the erosion of the downdrift shoreline
by eliminating a source of sediment. Sloping rock revetments are more cost
effective than vertical barrier walls. Some researchers suggest that structures, which
incorporate dynamic components into their design, are preferred over most other
methods where shorelines are eroding and the littoral cells are lacking in an
adequate sediment supply in order to maintain a dynamic equilibrium.
Take caution when designing a particular revetment type because not all areas can
be effectively protected by a static revetment. The chosen revetment design may
not prevent erosion from unanticipated heavy wave action or other geologic
hazards.
There are various reasons, or conditions, that may lead a concrete block revetment
to fail. Toe scour can undermine manufactured concrete block revetments.
Additionally, excessive settlement can lead to irregular block surfaces, which can
expose blocks to dislodging hydraulic forces. In addition, inadequate treatment and
attention to edges, ends, and transitions to other surfaces is often problematic.
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Attention to detail is critical with the installation of pre-fabricated concrete blocks.
Select experienced contractors who practice good quality control upon installation.
Given certain conditions, riprap revetments may also fail; most commonly due to
inadequate attention to filter layer design. Riprap revetments may also fail due to
flanking, overtopping, and undermining of the revetment. Flanking occurs when
adjacent, unprotected shorelines continue to recede. Flanking can be avoided by
extending the revetment to meet an existing structure or natural rock outcropping
or by using a return wall. A return wall is aligned perpendicular to the shoreline.
Design the length of the return wall to exceed the expected long-term and storminduced recession of the adjacent backshores.
Further, settlement of sections of the revetment due to poorly consolidated
substrate material may lead to failure. A significant portion of a revetment’s
strength depends on the underlying soil on which it rests for support. If wave action
can remove that soil via any mechanism, the revetment will ultimately collapse.
Lastly, undersized stone riprap may be displaced by large waves or currents and
lead to overall failure of the revetment.

8.3.3

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND PLANNING

Static revetments are designed primarily to protect bluffs and backshore
development from wave action. Static revetments protect only the land
immediately behind them and provide no protection to adjacent areas. Erosion
may continue on adjacent shores and may be accelerated near the revetment by
wave reflection. Shores downdrift may experience increased erosion if formerly
supplied with material eroded from the now protected area. If a beach is to be
retained adjacent to a revetment, additional measures, such as source nourishment,
may be necessary. The relatively large footprint of a revetment may cover up a
significant fraction of a narrow beach. Other revetment designs utilize a static
revetment for retention and stabilization of backshore slopes but they are fronted
with a dynamic component that serves to attenuate most of the wave energy
encountered.
A traditional static revetment is composed of two layers of large rocks or boulders
forming a thickness of at least 2 feet, 10 to 20 feet wide, and of variable length
along the shoreline. Thoroughly wash rock material and determine it to be
sufficiently clean prior to importing material to the site; this will decrease the
likelihood of increased turbidity.
The design of static revetments involves three important features: the armor layer,
the filter layer, and the toe protection. The armor must be stable against movement
by the maximum design waves. The armor layer of a revetment maintains its
position under wave shear through the weight of or interlocking between the
individual units. Static revetment types are referred to as mildly flexible, semi-rigid,
or rigid. Flexible armor retains its protective qualities even with severe distortion,
such as when the underlying soil settles or scour causes the toe of the revetment to
sink.
Another critical component of the design for static revetments is choosing an
appropriate filter cloth geotextile or composite geogrid to place between the rocks
and the underlying soil. The use of an underlayer of stones between the armor layer
and the geotextile is common except when the stone size is less than 200 pounds.
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The underlayer should have a median weight no less than one-tenth that of the
revetment surface armor stones. 25
The underlying filter layer helps support the armor against settlement, allows
groundwater drainage through the structure, and prevents the soil beneath from
being washed through the rocks by waves or groundwater seepage. The toe
protection prevents settlement or removal of the revetment’s lakeward edge or toe.
Undercutting of the toe can lead to failure of the entire revetment; the toe of the
revetment must be protected by some type of rock apron.
Overtopping of the revetment, which usually results in backshore erosion, can be
limited by designing the revetment height to be greater than the expected design
storm wave run-up height, or by protecting the area above the revetment with a
protective apron composed of smaller material. Flanking can be prevented by tying
each end of the static revetment into adjacent shorezone protection structures or
to competent bedrock in the existing shoreline. As the adjacent shoreline retreats,
however, the ends may need to be extended in order to maintain contact. Planting
of vegetation on the lake side of the revetment diminishes wave energy, creates a
more natural appearance, and serves to strengthen the revetment.
The steps in determining the design for a static revetment are extensive. It is
strongly encouraged that licensed professional civil engineers with direct
experience around designing revetments be consulted during the design phase.
The estimate of the required armor stone size from Hudson’s equation (refer to
Section 8.16.1.8, Riprap Sizing for more details) is sensitive to wave height. The
proper wave height for Hudson’s equation as applied to the design of a lake shore
revetment is the regional design’s storm maximum calculated wave height. 26
Applicable wave height statistics for all Lake Tahoe settings are not always
available. Further, the design storm wave height, Hs, in Hudson’s equation is not
always conservative enough and its use can lead to the under sizing of materials. A
depth-limited wave is used as the design wave height in Hudson’s equation, the
designer should account for any long-term erosion that may change the depths or
slopes of the foreshore.
Shorezone revetments are often located where the design setting is depth-limited,
i.e., the depths are so shallow immediately offshore of the location of the revetment
that the storm waves have broken and the largest waves are on flat offshore slopes.
The maximum height of a broken wave can be calculated with Equation 3.1

Hb = 0.8ds
Where:
Hb
ds

=
=

(Equation 3.1)
maximum breaking wave height
design depth at the toe of the structure

USACE, 1984, USACE Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg MI, Shore Protection Manual, 4th ed. 2 Vol. and
USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
26 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection
25
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The preceding equation does not account for the distance over which waves travel
as they break a depth some distance offshore of the toe (i.e., one wavelength) 27;
higher design wave heights are appropriate in those cases in which offshore slopes
are steep.
It is important to note that Hudson’s equation has no factor-of-safety. Hudson
established the KD values such that there was some small level of damage to the
structure. The damage level was defined as the level where 5 percent of the rocks
on the revetment structure armor layer face were lost. Thus, it is entirely
appropriate for some conservatism or factor of safety to be added to the design
process based on sound engineering judgment and regional experience. The factor
of safety could be included through the selection of a conservative design wave
height used (such as in Hudson’s equation) or it could be through an increase in the
specified design median rock weight. 28
Applications of Hudson’s equation in situations with a design storm wave height of
H = 5 feet or less have performed well. Revetments with design wave heights much
greater than H = 5 feet require more judgment and input from a trained,
experienced coastal engineer. Other details about the design of rubblemound
revetments are discussed in the Coastal Engineering Manual. 29

8.3.4

INSTALLATION

As with bulkheads and lakewalls, static revetments must be designed by a licensed
professional civil engineer and installed by qualified professional construction
personnel.

8.3.5

MAINTENANCE

Revetments must be inspected periodically for signs of scour at the top, base, or
sides and repaired immediately. Access over or around the structure must be
maintained in order to prevent any disturbance or displacement of armor material
or geotextile fabric.

USACE, 1984, USACE Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg MI, Shore Protection Manual, 4th ed. 2 Vol.
USACE, 1984, USACE Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg MI, Shore Protection Manual, 4th ed. 2 Vol.
29 USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
27
28
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Figure 8-j: Static Revetment Design
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8.4

DYNAMIC REVETMENTS

8.4.1

OVERVIEW

The purpose of a dynamic revetment is to prevent backshore erosion, attenuate wave
energy, and lessen wave scour at the base of bulkheads and lake walls. This
intermediate type of structural design represents a soft, or geomorphically oriented,
engineering alternative while also striving to achieve a more natural aesthetic
appearance.
Less technical guidance is available for engineering dynamic revetments than for
conventional riprap revetments. This soft engineering approach involves the
construction of a gravel, cobble, or stone berm between the upper limits of the
foreshore and backshore, in front of the property to be protected. The constructed
cobble berm represents a transitional geomorphic engineering strategy between a
conventional static riprap revetment made of large boulders and a sandy beach
nourishment project. As implied by the name, dynamic revetments design
incorporates wave shear stress and mass entrainment calculations to estimate the
size of the material used. This structure is expected to actively deform when
encountering the larger waves (90th percentile) without become structurally
compromised. This contrasts with a conventional static riprap revetment, where the
boulders are calculated and sized so that they do not move under the shear forces
associated with the maximum design storm wave. 30
Overall, dynamic revetments are a permanent BMP that apply both source control
and hydrologic control and are located on lakefronts.

8.4.2

DYNAMIC REVETMENTS: ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

As with static revetments, there exist advantages and disadvantages when installing
a dynamic revetment (Refer to Table 8-11). Conditions that arise from the
disadvantages can lead to structural failure. One common reason for failure of a
dynamic revetment is that the material is sized too small to remain dynamically stable
under the wave climate conditions.
Further, the revetment is likely to fail if an insufficient volume of stone is placed on
the bank face. Another potential failure mode can occur if the stones or cobbles are
not constrained from moving laterally along the shoreline.

30 Ahrens, J.P., John Wiley and Sons, Ltd, 1995, Design Considerations for Dynamic Revetments in River, Coastal and
Shoreline Protection: Erosion Control Using Riprap and Armourstone, pp264-280
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Table 8-11: Advantages and Disadvantages of Using Dynamic Revetments
ADVANTAGES
 Stone size is smaller and is usually less











DISADVANTAGES

expensive than the large armor stones used
in a conventional riprap revetment. Smaller
equipment is required to place smaller
material.
Placement of the material does not require
special care. As a result, the material may be
dumped in place rather than the stones
being individually placed, making the
construction process much simpler.
The final cross-sectional shape is more
natural looking than a typical static
revetment.
The smaller stone size presents less of an
obstruction to smaller organisms that need
to enter or leave the shorezone.
The smaller material size may present less
of a hazard to foot traffic.
Movement does not constitute failure
Dynamic revetments are more aesthetically
acceptable.

 If smaller material is not less expensive than

conventional boulder riprap sizes, the greater
uncertainty in the performance of dynamic
revetments over conventional riprap
revetments may serve to diminish its
attractiveness as an alternative design. Use
may be limited by suitable material source at
acceptable costs (i.e., clean material of
adequate color, size, texture, amount, and
acceptable transportation costs).
 Larger volumes of material are required,
which may also increase costs beyond those
of conventional boulder riprap.
 May need replenishment.
 Foot traffic and other activities may damage
the equilibrium cross section obtained by the
revetment.

Although dynamic revetments require more material to construct than a riprap
revetment, construction is generally less expensive than comparable hard
engineering structures. Nonetheless, it cannot be expected that a cobble berm will
provide the same level of shorezone protection as a conventional riprap revetment or
lake wall. 31 Therefore, dynamic revetments have more frequent maintenance
requirements than that of static revetments. The dynamic revetment itself may
sometimes pose a hazard to lakefront properties if the materials are sized too small
and are then moved by the waves of a severe event up toward adjacent backshore
structures and houses. Because of this potential, the use of dynamic revetments are
safest if backed by a bluff or substantial sand dune, or if developments are sufficiently
set back beyond the reach of high-energy waves.

8.4.3

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND PLANNING

There is extensive literature of the study of natural gravel beaches. Of relevance to
the design of dynamic revetments are those addressing cobble movement by waves,
how the clasts are sorted by size and shape across the beach profile, and transport off
or along the shore 32, also relevant are studies of beach response, how beach profiles
change under varying wave conditions and at times of major storms. A full review of
this literature is beyond the scope of this chapter, so only a few critical references
have been provided.
When an engineered cobble berm deforms, it represents the natural adjustment to
the modeled storm wave energies. Because of the intermediate mass and size of the
selected material, the cross-sectional form of a dynamic revetment will be adjusted
31 Allan, et al., 2003, 2005, Remote Environmental Monitoring Units: An Autonomous Vehicle for Characterizing
Coastal Environments Journal of Atmospheric and. Oceanic Technology. 22, 1797–1808.
32 Carr A.P. (1971) Journal of Sedimentary Research; December 1971; Experiments on Longshore Transport and
Sorting of Pebbles; Chesil Beach, England. v. 41; no. 4; p. 1084-1104;
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by the wave shear and hydraulic forces acting on it, creating an equilibrium form
matched to the given wave climate encountered. Some proportionally larger stones
may be provided to protect the backshore even after the cross-sectional shape of the
revetment has adjusted to the equilibrium form, however this decision depends on
how dynamic the revetment to be.
The key parameters for design of a dynamic revetment are the berm height and the
amount and size of the material. The material size should be slightly larger than the
native lakebed substrate present along the project area. Material that is the same size
or smaller may be rapidly carried away from the site by incoming waves and offshore
transport. Material that is too large may cause wave reflection scour at the toe of the
structure, which could result in increased erosion in the foreshore. The rock should be
of similar lithology and rounded to sub-rounded in shape. Lake Tahoe provides
relatively hard materials that resist mechanical breakdown and can stand abrasion
that dynamic revetments are specifically designed to achieve.
Wave-competence equations
are simplified linear
approximations of a complex
non-linear physical process;
hence, interpretations of the
results should be tempered
with real experience. At best
they may help approximate
wave forcing based on size of
material transported and
should be coupled with other
information gained from the
project area stratigraphy. (e.g.,
clast imbrications and the
grading and morphology of
foreshore and backshore
deposits).

Along with type, shape, size, and density, the wave energy environment at the source
of lakeshore clasts (i.e., rock fragment) can be used to provide a reasonable estimate
of the height of wave required to transport them. The stones, cobbles, or gravels that
comprise the foreshore also experience pivoting when experiencing wave shear and
entrainment, but modeling that effect requires an exceptional effort that requires a
separate set of hydrodynamic and transport mechanism equations provided in the
CEM. 33
The beach crest is a common morphological feature formed by the deposition of
sediment carried up-slope by wave swash. The elevation to which waves can pile
gravel is a function of the size and density of the material relative to the hydraulic
shear forces associated with the swash velocity, wave frequency, and run-up height.
Observed cobble sizes and berm crest cross sections on adjacent areas should always
be measured first to estimate the approximate cross-sectional area for a proposed
dynamic revetment. If natural dynamic berms are not present in the vicinity of the
project, then an estimated volume can be calculated per the methodologies given by
Ahrens 34 using Equation 4.1:

Vt ≥ 5Rc2
Where:
Vt
=
Rc
=

8.4.4

(Equation 4.1)

the total cross sectional area of the revetment, and
the estimated berm crest height based on a natural average
or adjacent reference site slope (and an experienced
engineer that has designed and overseen the construction
of a dynamic revetment before).

INSTALLATION

Dynamic revetments must be designed by a licensed civil or geological engineer with
particular expertise in shorezone engineering. These structures should also be
installed
by
experienced
professional
construction
personnel.
USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
Ahrens, J.P., John Wiley and Sons, Ltd., 1995, Design Considerations for Dynamic Revetments in River, Coastal and
Shoreline Protection: Erosion Control Using Riprap and Armourstone. pp264-280
33
34
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8.4.5

MAINTENANCE

Dynamic revetments must be inspected annually for signs of scour or loss of material
at the top, base, or sides and replenished immediately with the properly sized,
colored, and textured material.

Figure 8-k: Dynamic Revetment Design
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Figure 8-l: Potential Modes of Failure for a Dynamic Revetment
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8.5

BEACH NOURISHMENT AND REPLENISHMENT

8.5.1

OVERVIEW

Beach nourishment and replenishment is the artificial placement of natural material
in the shorezone to protect the backshore and upland from wave action. The
replenishing material is normally brought from sources outside of an eroding
system to address the problem of a sediment deficit. If sediment from the proposed
project site is deemed uncontaminated, it can be used as a replenishment material.
Sand, gravel, and cobble are the typical materials used to nourish beaches. Beach
nourishment can consist of the placement of a berm directly on the shore or of a
feeder beach designed as a source of sediment for downdrift areas.
Both beach nourishment and replenishment serve to bolster the buffer absorbing
wave energy to protect the backshore or to provide additional recreational space
by extending the beach area or restoring it to previous dimensions. Beach
nourishment can be used in conjunction with other shorezone protective
structures to help minimize their negative effects (e.g., bulkheads, lake walls, and
anchored breakwaters).
Beach replenishment differs from nourishment in the type of material placed on the
beach. Replenishment involves a direct replacement of the material lost with
similarly sized material (e.g., sand replenished with sand). Nourishment involves
addition of material that may be the same size, but is preferably larger and of
greater density than the native material so that it stays in place for longer durations
between nourishment cycles (e.g., gravel beach nourished with small cobble).
Beach nourishment is applicable to beaches, sometimes revetments, and other
static protective structures experiencing erosion and undermining. There are also
several aspects of a beach nourishment project that specifically address the future
integrity of the foreshore beach or backshore terrace. These include periodic renourishment, advance nourishment, and emergency bank repair and maintenance.

8.5.2

BEACH NOURISHMENT AND REPLENISHMENT: ADVANTAGES AND
DISADVANTAGES

Beach nourishment projects generally have a comparatively low initial cost, but
maintenance and periodic re-nourishment increases the overall costs beyond the
original capital outlay. Beach nourishment can be a cost effective and aesthetically
pleasing method of protecting the shoreline but its on-going success is contingent
upon monitoring and response management.
The placement of beach fill material usually impacts the biology of the area that is
directly involved in the project. Biological impacts may also be created in adjacent
areas from the turbidity created by the filling process. Monitoring turbidity in the
foreshore and nearshore of the project area will be necessary to assess the impact
of the placement of the replenishing beach fill material on the local biota and
flora. 35

35

USACE, 1995, Engineer Manual EM 1110-2-1810, Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology
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Overall, there are various advantages and disadvantages to beach nourishment and
replenishment (Refer to Table 8-12).

Table 8-12: Overview of the Advantages and Disadvantages in using Beach
Nourishment and Replenishment as a BMP
ADVANTAGES
 Protects an eroding foreshore and provides












increased protection to the backshore.
Can be used to restore an eroded beach to
its prior dimensions.
Can provide a potential sediment sink for
clean dredged material.
Designed to maintain or restore the
dynamic equilibrium of a beach.
Often preferred to structural barriers that
create artificial boundary conditions and
generate unwanted consequences.
Potentially provides a new supply of
material to littoral transport system and
downdrift beaches.
Potentially assists in maintaining fish habitat
or spawning gravel sites.
Helps re-supply the natural geomorphic
protection against storms by absorbing and
dissipating the energy of breaking waves.
Can provide additional recreational space by
extending the beach area.

8.5.3

DISADVANTAGES
 Increased sediment loads could deposit









around marina inlets or stream mouths
downdrift of beach nourishment projects.
May increase turbidity if the materials are not
washed free of silts, clays, hydrocarbons, and
noxious invasive seeds, prior to placement in
the shorezone.
May increase environmental degradation if
not completely free of hydrocarbons, other
toxics, and invasive non-native species.
May require frequent re-application
(replenishment maintenance) if erosion rates
are higher than predicted.
May cause perturbation to the local vicinity
or larger lake shore system if not properly
designed and planned through programmatic
coordination.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND PLANNING

The beach nourishment project functions as an intentionally eroding buffer zone,
modeled and designed to provide sufficient material to stabilize the dynamic
adjustments of the beach. A nourishment project usually involves widening the
beach (i.e., translating it lake ward) to create a wider buffer for dissipating storm
wave energy. The amount of additional width is determined based on the desired
level of storm protection, the persistent long-term erosional trends that
characterize the project area, and the target re-nourishment interval (maintenance
lifecycle).
Answer the following design questions regarding project setting at the beginning
of the design process:

 In what type of littoral system, or littoral cell, will the project be constructed?
 What is the extent of the littoral cell, and where within the cell is the project
located?

 What are the important nearshore processes that characterize the littoral cell
and the project site?

 How threatened are commercial and private structures and infrastructure such
as roads and utilities by storm waves and water level fluctuation?
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 Are there structures that protrude beyond the predominant shoreline position?
If so, it may be difficult and not cost-effective to provide a lasting beach by
maintaining the design width in front of those structures. Attempting to do so
may result in persistent areas of erosion that could subject the project to
frequent maintenance, loss of protective function, and potentially poor public
perception.
The design berm width is determined through an iterative process that evaluates
economic benefits as a function of width. Because the beach nourishment berm
will be subject to erosion, it has an inherent risk of not being able to protect the
backshore during a sustained severe storm. As the berm is eroded by storm waves,
the material is usually deposited offshore where it will continue to dissipate wave
energy. 36
If the project is built primarily for recreational purposes, the design goal may be to
maximize retention of fill volume within the limits of the project reach. This design
objective may dictate whether or not fill transitions are used at all, and if so, how
they should be designed. Usually, areas being considered for a beach nourishment
project have experienced problematic erosion for some time. Sometimes there is a
record of previous studies and perhaps a record of past engineering activities at the
site. 37
Beach nourishment projects usually involve placement of a berm along a finite
length of shoreline. Sometimes, beach nourishment projects include the creation of
a feeder beach, in which fill material is introduced at the updrift end of the area
intended to receive the fill. Offshore and longshore littoral transport then
distributes the material to the rest of the project area. Feeder beaches work best in
those areas that serve as a source of littoral material for downdrift beaches that are
presently experiencing a deficit in the supply of littoral material, where the net
transport direction is predictable, and where the net transport rate is robust. 38
The rate at which the new fill erodes depends on the coarseness of the fill relative
to the native beach material. Ideally, the grain size of the fill material should be
slightly larger and of slightly greater density than the native beach materials.
Generally, fill material that is coarser and denser than the native material will erode
more slowly than the native material would; whereas finer fill will probably erode
more quickly. The material used in artificial beach nourishment may be obtained
from dredging of offshore sediments if clean and free of fine sediments and
requires no overland hauling by trucks. Regardless of the source, regional
ordinance requires that the material be clean, nonorganic, chemically, and
biologically inert material similar to the native lithology. Fill materials must meet
the following conditions:
Generally, the coarser the material, the steeper the beach slope will be. The
addition of slightly coarser material will produce a somewhat steeper beach profile
in the foreshore and the new beach will converge on the old beach beneath the
surface, preferably just beyond the depth of maximum wave action. In addition, if
fill is placed over a shorter length of shoreline, it may create a projection that is
subjected to increased wave action. Thus, it is preferable to make the transition to
the existing shoreline over a longer distance if possible.
USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
38 USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
36
37
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As stated, the elevation of the constructed berm must be at or higher than any
natural berm analog. The finished grade of the fill should match the existing profile
and slope based on the premise that the beach to be nourished was in an
approximate equilibrium with the local wave climate. In principle, this refers to or
means from the top of the unconsolidated beach (or the run-up elevation if backed
by dunes) down to the depth of closure (i.e. the effective limiting depth of wave
effects on the lakebed profile).
One estimate of the closure depth hc given by Birkemeier 39 (Equation 5.1), is:

hc = 1.57H e

(Equation 5.1)

Where:
he is defined as the nearshore storm-wave height that is exceeded for
only 12 hours per year.

The artificially constructed berm will continue to change and adjust, particularly
after the first storm season, and the new beach will eventually assume a similar
shape to the original beach. 40
Grain size characteristics are quantified by conducting a sieve analyses of samples
collected from throughout the project area. Samples should be spatially sampled
throughout the foreshore between legal high and low water lines and up into the
backshore. The desirable physical properties of beach-fill material are mechanical
strength, resistance to abrasion and chemical stability. In most Lake Tahoe settings,
sand-sized sediment is predominantly composed of quartz particles with lesser
amounts of other minerals such as feldspar. Quartz has good mechanical strength,
resistance to abrasion and is chemically stable.
Note that materials that are not deemed compatible according to the preceding
guidelines may still be suitable. Borrow material that is coarser than the native
material will produce a beach which is at least as stable as a fill comprised of native
material.
Beach nourishment project design should consider the following existing
conditions and data:

 Delineation of the littoral cell within which the proposed project will take place.
 Description of existing littoral drift. At a minimum, include the direction of the
littoral drift and a delineation of any sensitive environments, including stream
mouths, marinas, boat launches, etc., within the littoral cell.

 Existing beach sediment grain size distribution for surface and subsurface
materials. At a minimum, provide the full gradation curve at the maximum,
mean, and minimum water level. Detail the specific median grain size and fines
content and if possible, conduct an examination of the deeper sediments if there
is a thin armor layer present.

Birkemeier, W.A., 1985, Journal of Waterway, Port, Coastal, and Ocean Engineering 111, Field Data on Seaward
Limit of Profile Change, pp. 1507-1521
40 USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
39
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 Existing and (if available) historical beach profiles. Include the existing beach
berm elevation. If the site has eroded such that no berm can be identified, then
go to the closest location that does have an identifiable berm (that does not
have a significantly different aspect) and use that value.

 Estimates of historical erosion rates.
 Typical wave conditions – calculate wind-waves based on extreme wind
conditions and typical conditions.

 After the above considerations, the design should show the following:
 The median grain size should generally be within a factor of two of the existing
median grain size, and preferably larger rather than smaller. The following
considerations must also be followed when selecting and preparing
nourishment material.







The material must be washed to remove grain coating of fine particles.
The material must be free of fines that pass the #200 (75 um) sieve.
The material must closely match the particle size distribution (PSD) of the
existing beach sand, or be slightly coarser but not finer.
The material closely matches the mineralogy and grain roundness (round to
subangular) of the existing beach sand, to the extent possible.
The material matches the local color of native materials.

 Design berm elevation. Generally similar to the beach berm elevation.
 Match berm materials with the color of local materials. Ensure that the color of
materials is compatible with the surroundings. Select colors from the Munsell®
colors set forth in Appendix G, TRPA Approved Range of Earthtone Colors, of the
TRPA Design Review Guidelines.

 Design construction template and volumes. Note: construct subaerially to
minimize nearshore impacts.

 Analysis of the anticipated sediment transport direction and effects on
downdrift properties or sensitive areas.

 Anticipated post-construction template, after the immediate construction
template has been re-worked to a more natural profile.
Evaluate the post-construction beach profile based on an equilibrium profile
concept. The project proponent may use any equilibrium profile concept that is
generally accepted and that reasonably matches the existing conditions. A simple
equilibrium profile is that given in CEM III-3-14 (Equation 5.2):

h = A y2/3
Where:
h =

y
A
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=
=

(Equation 5.2)

is the depth of the lake bed below the high water level at
a distance
from the legal high water level contour (i.e. 6,229.1’)
is a parameter depending on the median sediment grain
size as shown below (Table 8-13 provides estimates for A
values)
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Table 8-13: Summary of Recommended A Values (USACE)
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDED A VALUES (UNITS OF A PARAMETER ARE M1/3)
D(mm)

0.00

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.07

0.08

0.1

0.063

0.0672

0.0714

0.0756

0.0798

0.084

0.0872

0.0904

0.0936

0.09
0.0968

0.2

0.100

0.103

0.106

0.109

0.112

0.115

0.117

0.119

0.121

0.123

0.3

0.125

0.127

0.129

0.131

0.133

0.135

0.137

0.139

0.141

0.143

0.4

0.145

0.1466

0.1482

0.1498

0.1514

0.153

0.1546

0.1562

0.1578

0.1594

0.5

0.161

0.1622

0.1634

0.1646

0.1658

0.167

0.1682

0.1694

0.1706

0.1718

0.6

0.173

0.1742

0.1754

0.1766

0.1778

0.179

0.1802

0.1814

0.1826

0.1838

0.7

0.185

0.1859

0.1868

0.1877

0.1886

0.1895

0.1904

0.1913

0.1922

0.1931

0.8

0.194

0.1948

0.1956

0.1964

0.1972

0.198

0.1988

0.1996

0.2004

0.2012

0.9

0.202

0.2028

0.2036

0.2044

0.2052

0.206

0.2068

0.2076

0.2084

0.2092

1.0

0.210

0.2108

0.2116

0.2124

0.2132

0.2140

0.2148

0.2156

0.2164

0.2172

NOTES:
(1) The A values above, some to four decimal, are not intended to suggest that they are known to that accuracy, but rather are
presented for consistency and sensitivity tests of the effects of variation in grain size.
1/3

(2) As an example of use of the values in the table, the A value for a median sand size of 0.24 mm is: A = 0.112m – To convert A
1/3

values to feet

units, multiple by (3.28)

1/3

= 1.49.

Provide plans for re-nourishment and the rationale for those plans. These may
include a proposed re-nourishment frequency or simply threshold conditions
under which the re-nourishment would be proposed. For larger nourishment
projects, estimation of typical and extreme wave conditions and sediment
transport modeling may be appropriate.

8.5.4

INSTALLATION

When installing a beach nourishment or replacement project, subaerial placement
by conventional construction equipment is normally acceptable. Include in the
design plan all standard BMPs for the anticipated construction equipment (e.g. spill
response, preventing sediment from entering the water, etc.). To ensure water
quality, monitoring for turbidity during construction is recommended.

8.5.5

MAINTENANCE

A physical monitoring plan for a beach nourishment project consists of four major
components: beach profile surveys, beach sediment sampling, aerial shoreline
photography, and wave and water surface level measurements. These four
components provide information required to document the physical response and
condition of a beach nourishment project. During this phase, data are gathered to
confirm that the project design is performing as expected and to identify potential
design problems such as erosion areas, unexpected project impacts, or inadequate
design volumes and cross-section dimensions. If problems are identified, the
monitoring data provides information for developing solutions and improving
project performance based on an understanding of the physical processes. The
second phase of the plan employs an operational level of monitoring to annually
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assess the condition of the project. This phase of monitoring also provides
information for assessing longer-term aspects of project performance. 41
The maintenance of beach fill depends on its coarseness and on how quickly it
erodes. Thus, periodic addition of fill material will likely be required as erosion
continues. There are several time scales of importance with regard to wave climate
that must be known. The design life of a beach nourishment project is usually 10
years or more and periodic re-nourishment is typically done every 3 to 5 years. 42
Periodic re-nourishment can begin immediately after construction; fill material will
be lost from the project due to lateral spreading from the time of deposition.
Periodic re-nourishment will be required to maintain the desired beach cross
section, especially just after construction. It should be recognized by the designer
that year-to-year loss rates could deviate from the long-term average erosion rates.
In addition to end effects at transitional areas, losses can be significantly influenced
by the occurrence of major storms. Annual losses will vary from year to year
depending on storm severity and frequency. Therefore, while an average renourishment interval and quantity can be estimated, the actual required interval
and quantity will vary depending on the wave climate conditions that occur.
Ideally, the need for re-nourishment will be determined by monitoring the
performance of the fill in obtaining the desired equilibrium profile.

41
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Figure 8-m: Beach Re-Nourishment Design
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8.6

JETTIES

8.6.1

OVERVIEW

In Lake Tahoe, jetties primarily protect marina channel entrances from clogging
with excessive sediment due to offshore and longshore transport and deposition.
A jetty is a backshore-connected structure, generally built perpendicular to the
shoreline, extending into a body of water to direct and confine a stream or flow
through a selected channel in order to prevent or reduce the shoaling or
sedimentation of that channel.
Jetties are most often designed as paired structures installed on either side of an
entrance to stabilize the width and depth of the navigation channel by raising flow
velocities and providing adequate sediment flushing. They are used to control the
movement of sand migrating from offshore, along the adjacent beaches, and into
the channel where it interferes with navigation.
The impoundment of sand at the updrift side of the jetty can create significant
maintenance dredging requirements. When in place for a long time, a jetty can
cause an updrift depositional plume to form which could extend far updrift of the
structure and outward toward the tip of the jetty.
Although jetties have a different function than breakwaters, jetty structural design
is similar to a breakwater in that most jetties are built as boulder riprap structures.
Jetties can be built from a variety of materials but the few that exist in Lake Tahoe
are constructed from native field and quarry stone. Jetties in Lake Tahoe are found
associated with the anchored breakwaters that protect small private residential
moorings. Jetties can also act as breakwaters, protecting the landward mooring
from wave action.
Fixed impermeable jetties are not permitted in locations where beach erosion or
loss of sediment from the shorezone is likely to occur. Jetties must be designed to
be permeable, allowing free circulation of water and sediment around the
structure. The TRPA Code of Ordinances requires that new public or private jetties
shall be permitted only if part of a marina project or boat ramp. In addition, private
jetties shall not be permitted for expansion but may be repaired or modified to
improve function and environmental benefit.
Overall, jetties are a permanent BMP that apply source and hydrologic control for
stormwater.

8.6.2

JETTIES: ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

As with previously discussed BMPs, there are advantages and disadvantages in
using jetties for shorezone protection (Refer to Table 8-14).
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Table 8-14: Advantages and Disadvantages of Jetties as Shorezone Protection
BMP
ADVANTAGES
 Dissipate the energy of approaching waves

and reduce their ability to shoal the
entrance to the channel.
 Provide and maintain deep-water entrances
to marinas that help preserve boat
navigation.
 Allow a more even deposition of littoral
sediments along the foreshore and
nearshore for permeable jetties when
compared to impermeable jetties.

8.6.3

DISADVANTAGES
 Scour a deeper channel and in doing so, may

disrupt littoral drift and depositional patterns.

 Reduce the ability of waves to entrain and

transport sediment.

 Often cause the accumulation of sediment

behind and around the structure.

 May deprive downdrift beaches of their

normal sand supply and result in beach
erosion.
 Can create scenic impacts
 Can cause navigational hazards.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND PLANNING

Determine the spacing between paired jetties with consideration of hydraulic
processes, wave protection requisites, and safe navigation requirements. By design,
jetties modify the natural sediment regime in a designated place in the littoral
zone. In the past, they have been most commonly used in conjunction with marina
development. These fixed jetties were designed to flush and trap sediment that
clogs marina inlets. However, they also produce some undesirable results, mainly
accelerated sedimentation and beach erosion in adjacent downdrift areas. Jetties
are not appropriate where cross- or offshore movement is the dominant means of
sediment transport. The inclusion of beach nourishment as a maintenance measure
can mitigate the negative impacts of jetties over time.
The downdrift beach starvation caused by jetties can be mitigated by providing
sand bypasses in the structures. Pumps placed on the updrift side can pass the sand
in pipelines under the marina entrance. While this may be a costly alternative, it
may be more environmentally acceptable than continued maintenance dredging.
A typical jetty in Lake Tahoe will be constructed of boulders. A jetty is usually
oriented perpendicular to the shoreline. Jetties that are designed low relative to the
existing beach profile do not trap as much sediment as higher jetties. However,
they are less effective in reducing sedimentation in the channel. Higher jetties can
effectively block the sediment supply to downdrift beaches, resulting in erosion of
these adjacent areas.
Due to the complexity and site-specific requirements, jetties must be designed by
licensed professional civil engineers who regularly design in-water structures of this
type. The design must demonstrate the following:

 Design should not adversely affect erosion or deposition at the intersection of
the jetty and shore land.

 Jetties must extend sufficiently landward to prevent their detachment from
shore if severe backshore erosion or failure occurs.

 If the jetty is enclosing a marina or similar protected area, the designer must
demonstrate that there will be no adverse effects on water quality and
circulation.
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 The jetty must be structurally stable enough to resist wave action and the scour
hydraulics caused by incoming waves.

8.6.4

INSTALLATION

Due to the complexity and site-specific requirements, jetties must be designed by
licensed engineers who regularly design in-water structures of this type and
installed by qualified professional construction personnel.

8.6.5

MAINTENANCE

Inspect jetties periodically for signs of excessive scour. Repair when observed as
needed. If the flushing rates of the jetty area associated with a commercial marina
are too slow to provide adequate scour and removal of contaminants then toxic
concentrations may accumulate in the deposited sediments. In addition,
fluctuations in water quality parameters, such as turbidity and dissolved organics
may be induced by construction, frequent boating and the altered hydraulic and
circulation patterns. TRPA or State regulatory agencies may require ongoing
monitoring of water quality.
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8.7

BREAKWATERS

8.7.1

OVERVIEW

Breakwaters are wave energy barriers aligned parallel or oblique to the shoreline.
They are designed to protect the land and foreshore waters behind them by
dissipating the energy of approaching waves. They also serve to shelter boat
moorings, marinas, and designated contact recreational areas. Breakwaters have
been used mainly for mooring and navigational protection; this is in part because
of the higher cost of these offshore structures as compared to onshore structures
(e.g., bulkheads and lake walls).
Nearshore breakwaters are usually designed to be detached and positioned parallel
to shore. However, in Lake Tahoe, breakwaters are more commonly anchored in the
backshore. Breakwaters are designed to attenuate the amount of wave energy
reaching a foreshore and backshore area by interrupting the water’s physical
oscillation. They are similar in their hydraulic effect to natural bars or reefs in that
they dissipate wave energy as it approaches. This reduction in wave energy slows
the littoral drift, produces sediment deposition and often results in a salient
deposition zone or feature in the sheltered area behind the structure. Some
offshore and longshore sediment transport may continue behind a detached
nearshore breakwater. On the other hand, the anchored backshore breakwater is
positioned as a deflector and behaves more like a groin in that it often captures
sediment behind it in the foreshore.
Breakwaters are commonly applicable to marinas or commercial pier areas where
calm waters are desired to aid in safe navigation and mooring. They can also be
constructed to protect a beach to provide for a safe recreational swimming area.
Overall, breakwaters are a permanent BMP that provide hydrologic control for
stormwater.

8.7.2

BREAKWATERS: ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Table 8-15 lists some of the common advantages and disadvantages encountered
when installing breakwaters as a shorezone protection BMP.
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Table 8-15: Advantages and Disadvantages of Breakwaters as a BMP
ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

 Help dissipate wave energy and reduce

 May disrupt the natural pattern of offshore

erosion of the foreshore.
 Can encourage the deposition of a wider
beach for accommodating contact
recreation like swimming
 Provides calm waters desirable for boat
mooring or marina activities.
 Provides wave protection to backshore





wetlands and SEZs.
 Can augment restoration by increasing the
life cycle (longevity) of a beach nourishment
project.
 Can provide protection to backshore
properties and development from severe
wave climates and the associated storm
damage.




and longshore littoral drift, potentially
depriving downdrift beaches of their normal
sediment supply.
May reduce the ability of waves to transport
sediment
May accumulate sediment behind the
structure.
Increase in costs as water depth and wave
climate intensity increase.
May degrade scenic quality.
May inhibit navigation.

Breakwaters can be very effective in dissipating the energy of approaching waves.
The commonly used backshore anchored breakwaters of Lake Tahoe do
significantly affect the natural pattern of littoral drift and deposition; as a result,
their effectiveness must be balanced with the ongoing periodic costs associated
with their maintenance dredging requirements.

8.7.3

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND PLANNING

In contrast to bulkheads, lake walls, and static revetments, breakwaters are installed
in the waters of the foreshore and nearshore rather than directly in the backshore.
They dissipate the energy of approaching waves and form a low hydraulic energy
zone on their landward side. Any decrease in wave height reduces the ability of
waves to entrain and transport sediment. Sand moving off and along the shore will
be deposited, accumulate, and be temporarily banked behind the structure. As a
result, downdrift beaches are usually deprived of their normal sediment supply and
may suffer increased erosion.
Permanent breakwaters can be fixed to the substrate or floating; they can be solid
or permeable. Floating breakwaters in Lake Tahoe are considered temporary
structures designed to provide backshore construction operations protection
during barge based activities. Floating breakwaters may be particularly
advantageous where offshore slopes are steep and water depths caused fixed
breakwaters to be undesirable and too expensive. Fixed breakwaters are most
economical when the slope is gentle and the high water level at the proposed site
is less than about 4 feet deep. 43
Similar to jetties, breakwaters must be designed by licensed professional civil
engineers who regularly design in-water structures of this type. The design must
demonstrate the following:

43 USACE, 1995, Engineer Manual EM 1110-2-1810, Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology and USACE, 2008,
Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
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 Design should not adversely affect erosion or deposition in the lee of the
breakwater or in the downdrift areas.

 The breakwater must be structurally stable enough to resist wave action and the
scour hydraulics caused by incoming waves.
The procedure for determining armor stone size required for repair of an existing
rock is included in Section 8.16.1.8 Riprap Sizing, using KD in place of KRR. For
breaking waves, KD = 2.1 for smooth, rounded stones and 3.5 for rough, angular
stones (CEM VI-5-67); for non-breaking waves KD = 2.4 for smooth, rounded stones
and 4.0 for rough, angular stones (CEM VI-5-67).

8.7.4

INSTALLATION

Fixed or floating breakwaters must be designed by licensed professional civil
engineers who regularly design in-water structures of this type. These engineering
fixtures should also be installed by qualified professional construction personnel.

8.7.5

MAINTENANCE

Even if properly installed according to industry standard design criteria, fixed,
porous breakwaters will still require periodic maintenance especially if the
foreshore deposition becomes a nuisance to navigation or recreation. Undermining
of fixed structures can occur and loss of material during storms is not uncommon.
Floating breakwaters only have rare precedent in Lake Tahoe as temporary
structures installed to protect construction barges operating in the backshore. 44

44
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Figure 8-n: Fixed Breakwater Design
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8.8

SHOREZONE VEGETATION

8.8.1

OVERVIEW

The vegetation of the shorezone provides important ecological, geomorphic, and
aesthetic benefits. Shorezone vegetation provides sediment control by increasing
soil stability through root architecture (i.e., root area ratio), interception of
precipitation and the contribution of organic matter to surrounding soils. Healthy
vegetation in the backshore contributes other benefits such as attenuating
pollution by slowing runoff and increasing upland infiltration, providing enhanced
wildlife and fish habitat, encouraging temperature regulation through shade, and
cycling nutrients and organic material between the aquatic, riparian, and terrestrial
systems.
Protect shorezone vegetation from damage and injury during construction to the
maximum extent practical (MEP). If vegetation must be disturbed to allow
construction of other BMPs, revegetate those disturbed areas with approved
species from the TRPA approved species list in Chapter 5 of this BMP Handbook. In
addition, other shorezone BMPs must incorporate vegetation into their
construction to the MEP (e.g., revetments and bulkheads).
Species selection, cultural practices, planting density, and design specifications
depend on site conditions, including soil type, slope, aspect, microclimate, and
propensity for human disturbance.
Overall, shorezone vegetation is a permanent BMP, which provides both a source
control and hydrologic control for stormwater.

8.8.2

SHOREZONE VEGETATION: ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

As with all BMPs, shorezone vegetation has advantages and disadvantages when
installed as a shorezone protection BMP (Refer to Table 8-16). Certain conditions
exist that may lead to failure of the BMP. One example occurs when the vegetation
has no protection during planting and establishment stage. Further, improper plant
selection, handling, planting technique, or positioning may ultimately lead to
failure of shorezone vegetation. Additionally, poor-quality soil or substrate will
provide inadequate support necessary to sustain plant growth. Regardless of
existing conditions, a lack of regular monitoring and follow-up maintenance may
lead to failure of shorezone vegetation.
The protection of trees and other vegetation can be very effective in minimizing
damage or injury during construction activities. The key to the effectiveness
depends on the skill and cooperation of the equipment operators and the location
of the protective fencing and measures. Rope or flagging does not provide an
obvious physical barrier to equipment operators and is prohibited for use in
vegetation protection. Protection of trees and other vegetation can save the
expense of replacement.
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Table 8-16: Advantages and Disadvantages of Shorezone Vegetation BMPs
ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

 Complement, or become an element of the









backshore and/or SEZ.
Provide more appealing vistas for humans
and more attractive habitat for wildlife.
May become self-sustaining, once properly
established.
Strengthens the structure and stability of
soils.
Can add floristic variety and diversity to the
existing or original plantings.
Provides corridors and refugia that support
movement of organisms through the
backshore.
Creates or enhances additional wildlife
habitat.
Provides scenic improvements and
screening of structures.

8.8.3

 Takes a minimum of 1-3 years to establish.
 Often requires mechanical soil stabilization

measures to protect the initial investment.

 Success is most assured in moderate

erosional settings.

 Requires regular monitoring and

maintenance.

 May create obstructions that must be

accommodated during construction,
increasing costs.
 Requires additional planning and
communication with contractors and
inspectors.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND PLANNING

Retain and protect shorezone vegetation wherever possible. Saving desirable trees,
shrubs, forbs, and grasses can provide a combination of erosion control, aesthetic
value, shade, screening, wildlife habitat, and windbreak protection that will be
desirable after construction. When planning development of a site, try to site
structures between vegetation patches and avoid the area within the dripline or
root perimeter of the trees. Avoid unnecessary grubbing and clearing of vegetation
and avoid disturbing vegetation on steep slopes and other sensitive areas. Use
construction boundary fencing and careful traffic control at the construction site.
Trees need to be protected from mechanical damage to the trunks, compaction of
the soil in the root zone, and grade changes that raise or lower the ground at the
base of the trunk near the root collar. Criteria useful in determining which
vegetation to save includes: location, species, size, age, vigor, aesthetic value, wind
firmness, and growing space needed.

8.8.4

INSTALLATION

To protect vegetation against mechanical injury and soil compaction around their
root zone, install temporary fencing or other barriers around vegetation patches
and along the driplines of trees. In the Lake Tahoe Region, the tree dripline is
determined by calculating the diameter of the tree in inches and converting that
number into feet measured from the base of the trunk extending outward to form a
protective perimeter. If properly installed, snow fencing is adequate in protecting
trees that are close to driveways or within building sites. Never nail boards, wire, or
rope to a tree. Instead, wrap protective wood staves around the bole and trunk of a
tree that is close to frequent mechanical activity. Never place fill material next to
the trunk of a tree designated to be retained or over shrubs, forbs, grasses and low
growing vegetation. Protecting a tree from a lowered grade can be achieved by
terracing the grade and retaining the soil with structural walls. Protect trees and
other vegetation outside of the clearing and grading limits with boundary fencing,
but they do not necessarily need individual protection.
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8.8.5

MAINTENANCE

The protective fences must be checked daily to confirm that they are in place,
especially during clearing and grading operations. Repair, replace, or reflag any
areas which are not obvious to construction crews. Protected areas noted on plans
are not enough; the areas must be clearly marked to be visible by all construction
site personnel. Periodically communicate with the construction site manager and
crew to confirm an understanding as to the control measures that must be
maintained during construction activities.
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8.9

DREDGING

8.9.1

OVERVIEW

Dredging consists of an excavation operation carried out at least partly underwater,
most often in shallow water areas with the purpose of gathering up bottom
sediments and disposing of them at a different location. Dredging is defined in the
Lake Tahoe Region as removing or rearranging earthen materials which are
lakeward of the legal high water line (elevation equal to 6,229.1 feet). Dredging is
generally prohibited by TRPA, with the exception of maintenance dredging.
Maintenance dredging is the excavation of areas that have been previously
dredged to maintain authorized lake bottom elevations for boat navigation.
Maintenance dredging may be permitted in order to continue an existing use,
especially if required for navigational safety.
Although quite rare, new dredging may be allowed for water intakes in Lake Tahoe
provided additional findings can be made regarding the need and potential
impacts. New dredging will lead to future maintenance dredging, thereby
potentially increasing impacts to water quality in the long-term.
The re-suspension of sediments during dredging operations raises concerns for
water quality. The CEM stresses careful selection of equipment combined with care
in operation to reduce potential impacts to water quality from dredging. 45 General
guidance for dredging, recommendations for mitigation measures, dredging
methodology, and a description of environmental controls can be found in Impacts
of Marina Dredging on Lake Tahoe Water Quality. 46
Due to the potential environmental impacts, a number of federal, state and local
regulations exist for dredging projects. These regulations lead to restrictions on the
types of dredging allowed and the biological and water quality monitoring
required.
The Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Board (LRWQCB) adopted strict
standards with the objective of minimizing short- and long-term water quality
impacts from dredging operations in the portion of Lake Tahoe under the
jurisdiction of the State of California. The Nevada Division of Environmental
Protection (NDEP) has adopted similar standards. In addition, TRPA has adopted
specific ordinances regulating dredging operations in Lake Tahoe. The intent of the
ordinances is to prevent excess turbidity and the spread of surplus nutrients in the
lake. Project proponents may determine applicable regulations for their project
through consultation with the Interagency Shorezone Coordination Group, a
collaboration of agencies with jurisdiction in the Lake Tahoe Shorezone.
Overall, dredging can be either a permanent or a temporary BMP that provides
both source and hydrologic control for water quality.

USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
Tahoe Research Group, Goldman, C.R., Reuter, John E., Hackley, Scott H., 1996, Final Report, Impacts of
Marina Dredging on Lake Tahoe Water Quality
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8.9.2

DREDGING: ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

The general advantages and disadvantages in using dredging as a shorezone
protection BMP are as follows:

Table 8-17: Advantages and Disadvantages of Dredging
ADVANTAGES
 Can be conducted with standardized

pollution controls, i.e., institutionalized
operational measures and containment
BMPs.
 Allows the navigation of boats and vessels
through commercial channels.
 Can be used to meet desired sediment
Cleanup Levels (CULs) and/or achieve
Remediation Goals (RGs) in nearshore
restoration and remediation efforts.
 Dredge spoils may be used for beach
replenishment projects provided it has been
tested (mandatory) for fine sediment
content, hydrocarbons, and Aquatic Invasive
Species (AIS) and approved by regulatory
agencies.

DISADVANTAGES
 Failure of turbidity curtains and booms may

result in water quality degradation.
 Fine particulates and organic compounds can










8.9.3

be re-suspended and discharged during
future operations and weather events.
Necessary when replacing or repairing
shorezone protective structures. These
settings are difficult to control and contain
for turbidity.
Disturbs the lake bottom, including smaller
life forms.
Improper placement of excavated material
can impact temporary holding areas.
Requires disposal at appropriate receiving
facility.
Removing dredging material from the lake
and exporting it out of the basin is costly.
May have a difficult time meeting federal,
state and regional water quality standards
Can further the spread of Aquatic Invasive
Species (AIS), if present, unless the species
are removed part of an AIS management
plan for the project.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND PLANNING

Dredging generally occurs in five phases: 1) excavation, 2) lifting, 3) placement, 4)
transportation, and 5) disposal. Due to the enhanced regulatory nature of dredging,
management protocols for all stages of the practice must be carefully evaluated
and chosen. When considering implementing dredging as a shorezone protection
BMP, institutional management practices, the management of the spoils,
construction timing, water quality monitoring, and biological monitoring must be
considered and planned for. Institutional Management Practices are part of the
facility’s established maintenance protocols and can provide guidance for
operation under difficult circumstances such as seiche, large wave effects, and high
river discharge. 47
There are various types of dredges. The selection of a specific type of dredge will be
specific to each project’s needs and goals. First, mechanical dredges have a longer
cycle time, which reduces the velocity of the ascending loaded bucket through the
water column. This can reduce the potential for incidental fallback, a process that
washes sediment from the bucket back into the water. However, limiting the
velocity of the descending bucket reduces the volume of sediment that is picked
up and often results in the operation requiring more shovel bites to remove the
47
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targeted volume of material. The majority of sediment re-suspension for a clamshell
excavator occurs when the bucket hits the substrate bottom. 48
Mechanical dredges come in a number of forms and designs, from basic augers and
hoes to cutterheads and clamshell drop buckets. BMPs encourage the operator to
minimize multiple bites when possible. For example, when a clamshell bucket hits
the bottom of a lakebed, an impact wave of suspended sediment travels along the
bottom away from the bucket. When the clamshell bucket takes multiple bites, the
bucket loses sediment as it is re-opened for subsequent bites. Sediment is also
released higher in the water column as the bucket is raised, opened, and lowered.
When using a mechanical dredge, the operator should eliminate bottom
stockpiling when possible. Bottom stockpiling of the dredged sediment in a silty
substrate has a similar effect as multiple bite dredging; an increased volume of
sediment is released into the water column from the operation. 49
Hydraulic dredges, such as a low horsepower suction auger, are powerful pieces of
excavating technology. They are very effective at disrupting the waterbed. When
the operator uses care and manages the cutter-head rotation speed, then this
approach can be well suited to still water settings where waves and other
mitigating forces are less likely to be a factor (e.g. marinas). Reducing cutter-head
rotation speed reduces the potential for side casting the excavated sediment away
from the suction entrance and re-suspending the sediment. This measure is
typically effective during maintenance dredging in relatively loose, fine grain
sediments. The operator should avoid bank undercutting. As an operational goal or
BMP, dredge operators should strive to remove the sediment in maximum lifts
equal to 80 percent or less of the cutter-head diameter. Furthermore, application of
BMPs encourages the operator to both monitor and effectively manage the swing
speed. Reducing the swing speed ensures that the dredge head does not move
through the cut faster than it can hydraulically pump the sediment. Therefore,
reducing the swing speed reduces the volume of re-suspended sediment. The goal
is to swing the dredge head at a speed that allows as much of the disturbed
sediment as possible to be removed with the hydraulic intake. 50
The Pneuma pump is a piece of dredging equipment that combines the technology
of hydraulic suction head and the mechanical shovel. The drop shovel is lowered off
the back of the barge and trailed behind to force the bottom substrate material to
penetrate through the shovel and into the cylinders where it can be removed by
the hydraulic suction heads. The Pneuma pump is well suited for the removal of
fine-grained sediment (sand, silt and organics). The Pneuma pump also offers high
solids concentration (up to 90 percent) in the dredge slurry, with minimal initial or
re-suspension turbidity.
Each dredging project will present its own unique set of issues and risks and each
must be given individual attention. Plans for a dredging project should include the
following:

 A map which shows the boundaries and depths of the proposed dredging
project

 The volume of material to be dredged
USACE, 1995, Engineer Manual EM 1110-2-1810, Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology
USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
50 USACE, 1995, Engineer Manual EM 1110-2-1810, Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology
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 A description of the dredging method to be employed
 Location of dredged spoils disposal
 Type and thickness of any turbidity barriers, including a description of how the
sides and bottoms will be anchored and the amount of freeboard

 A project schedule (dates, time, duration)
 Location of project access routes, haul routes, staging areas, and temporary
storage areas

 Information (e.g., a site survey) regarding the presence or absence of Tahoe
yellow cress
Once a facility maintenance need has been determined and an application to
permit a dredging operation has been submitted, the client, consultant, contractor,
and regulator work together to evaluate the environmental conditions. Based on
this process, the team should sort through a reasonably wide variety of alternatives
in order to find the best set of feasible management practices for the setting and
activity. These BMPs are then ranked according to criteria such as their
effectiveness, logistical feasibility, and cost. Once this assessment has been made,
project-specific BMPs can be identified.
Operational and construction windows are a management tool designed to map
out the times of year during which facility maintenance or construction activities
may be limited due to the presence of a threatened or endangered species.
Construction windows may consider aquatic, avian, or terrestrial wildlife activity
such as spawning, congregation, migratory movement, nesting, incubation,
hatching, and emergence. 51
Transportation and placement of dredged material can sometimes represent
difficult siting and disposal issues. Many facility maintenance BMPs attempt to
address these issues, such as the choice of equipment and the methods of disposal,
(e.g. through pipelines, side-casting, or bottom door release) and the selection and
preparation of an appropriate site for temporary placement (e.g., siltation ponds
and storage basins). When dredging contaminated sediment, BMPs must be
applied for containment and safe transportation to final HAZMAT disposal. 52 If the
dredging project includes fill below highwater or beach replenishment, the
Discharger must also submit a complete application for Section 401 Water Quality
Certification in accordance with Title 23, Section 3856 of the California Code of
Regulations.
Mitigation measures shall be required unless TRPA determines that the nature of
the project will lead to no significant impact. Measures to minimize turbidity and
avoid potential environmental impacts are as follows:

 Seasonal limitations exist to avoid severe weather and interference with
spawning fish. Further, dredging must not result in the permanent siltation of
spawning habitat.

 Turbidity curtains must be used and checked frequently and repaired or
replaced if necessary. Turbidity curtains may not be required when hydraulic
51
52
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dredges are used and the discharge standard of 20 Nephelometric Turbidity
Units (NTUs) can be maintained.

 Flocculants must be used in settling basins.
 Discharge into the lake from spoils dewatering must be prevented.
 Prior to construction, a completion of a pre-dredging analysis of lake bed
material and water quality monitoring plan in consultation with TRPA.

 Specialized dredging equipment designed to reduce impacts to water quality
may be required.

 If not sufficiently dewatered, dredging spoils shall be placed in water trucks or
baker tanks to prevent discharge of sediment-laden water to roadways.

 Limits shall be set on the extent of turbidity of waters which are permitted to
escape the dredging area or co-mingle with the nearshore water of Lake Tahoe
(typically 20 NTUs).

 Oil booms must be on-site to provide cleanup in case of any spills.
Water quality monitoring is required for all shorezone dredging activities in Lake
Tahoe. The federal, state, and regional authorities have standards for water quality
monitoring, identifying the frequency and depths of sampling on a case-by-case
basis. Although turbidity is typically monitored during dredging projects, additional
parameters may be applicable for testing depending on the nature of the project
and the potential for introduction of contaminants or aquatic invasive species to
the surrounding waters. A water quality monitoring plan must detail how the
monitoring will be conducted for the particular dredging project or maintenance
activity being permitted. All water quality monitoring plans should present
scientifically valid and regionally accepted methods and show how the applicant
plans to demonstrate that the measured values are accurate and representative.
The following elements are typically included in a water quality monitoring plan:

 Detailed description of project area and immediate vicinity
 Description of other proximate non-point sources of land based pollution
 Adverse weather conditions and contingency plans
 Establishing pre-operations background values
 Selection of monitoring stations based on the operations sphere of influence
 Monitoring schedule and protocol
 Wave direction and height data
 Clearly stated QA/QC protocol
 Deliverables and reports due
 Location and description of resources that risk being impacted
 Indicators for the removal of Turbidity Curtain
Biological monitoring is required for any faculty maintenance operation or
proposed construction in the vicinity of sensitive or protected benthic
communities. Consult with the Nearshore Aquatic Invasive Weed Working Group to
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determine if any monitoring or research activities are being undertaken in the
vicinity of the proposed project.
Specifically, the biological monitoring plan should include the following elements:
(1) identify the purpose and potential threats to areas of concern, (2) document the
environmental background conditions, (3) provide detailed, scientifically valid
methods for data collection and analysis, (4) state anticipated outcomes with
success and assumptions criteria, (5) include an independent peer review, and (6)
provide references of typical methods for different habitats. The level of detail of
the biological monitoring plan should be equivalent to the anticipated
environmental impact. The monitoring should also be conducted by a qualified
scientist who is free of any conflicts of interest. 53

The following subjects are typically included in a biological monitoring plan:

 Compilation of available data from previous projects
 Baseline survey and monitoring schedule
 Permanent control and reference sites - biological monitoring transects,
including:







8.9.4

In situ quadrats for macrobenthic and invasive species monitoring
Sediment accumulation measurements
Aerial photography and mapping
Clearly stated QA/QC protocols
Adverse weather conditions and contingency plan
Deliverables and reports due

INSTALLATION

Due to the rigorous regulatory requirements for dredging, installation requires the
coordination of multiple agencies. In general, keep dredging to a minimum and in
accordance with the required monitoring.

8.9.5

MAINTENANCE

Dredging is a method of maintaining other shoreline structures; as such, select sites
that provide the least impact to water quality and habitat. The required level of
maintenance will depend on the rate of sediment deposition as well as the specific
tolerance of the structure.

53
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8.10

TURBIDITY CURTAINS

8.10.1

OVERVIEW

Turbidity curtains, also known as silt curtains, gunderbooms, temporary cofferdams
and sheet piling, also offer shorezone protection. The purpose of a turbidity curtain
is to retain the re-suspended sediment generated during construction activities,
including dredging, within the disturbed area by controlling dispersion. 54
Turbidity curtains are floating impermeable barriers that are constructed of flexible
reinforced thermoplastic material with an upper hem containing floatation material
and a lower hem that is weighted. Turbidity screens are similar but are constructed
of permeable geosynthetic fabric and thus allow for some water to flow through
the material. Some models include an absorbent diaper to help contain petroleum
products. Turbidity curtains are one of the primary methods for controlling turbidly
generated from shorezone dredging activities, especially for containable areas such
as marinas. 55
Turbidity curtains promote the settling out of suspended sediments from the water
column in a controlled area, thus minimizing the potential transport of fine
sediment out of the project area. Turbidity barriers are applicable to any
construction or operational activity conducted within the backshore, foreshore, and
some nearshore settings of Lake Tahoe. They are required in order to contain the
impacts which may result by disturbing the soil or lake bottom sediments due to
excavation within a permitted project area.
Turbidity curtains are also an effective temporary BMP for aquatic weeds during
removal/construction. They are not a standalone technique, but need to be
combined with physical removal of plants and fragments from the project area.

8.10.2

TURBIDITY CURTAINS: ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

The turbidity curtains currently available would not maintain positive performance
during weather events. Larger waves put drag loads on the curtains causing them
to drag and potentially fail. The energy contained in waves and currents during
storms may pull the curtain off the lake bottom or cause lateral curtain anchors to
fail. Closely monitor weather forecasts and postpone projects if advisable. Curtains
are effective for short-term projects (1-2 weeks); longer durations or extensive
projects may require a double curtain deployment. 56
Table 8-18 details some of the common advantages and disadvantages associated
with turbidity curtains.

USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
56 Tahoe Research Group, 1996, C.R. Goldman, John E. Reuter, Scott H. Hackley, Final Report, Impacts of Marina
Dredging on Lake Tahoe Water Quality
54
55
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Table 8-18: Advantages and Disadvantages of using Turbidity Curtains
ADVANTAGE
 Are reasonably adequate at containing

sediment and turbid water within the
disturbed area.
 Can effectively localize the turbidity plumes
and help reduce visual impacts.
 Promotes the settling of fine sediments
which in turn lets some leached nutrients
re-adsorb and re-sequester.

DISADVANTAGE
 Susceptible to weather events and may fail if

left exposed and unprotected.

 Wind induced wave action must be minimal

or will have limited effectiveness.

 Not designed for long-term projects.

Turbidity curtains subject to hydraulic turbulence due to the removal or addition of
water may be more prone to fail. If possible, direct hydraulic head towards the
operational area and away from the containment technology. Hydraulic head
directed toward a curtained area will cause stress to its anchoring and may lift or
dislodge the weighted curtain bottom and impair its effectiveness. It may prudent
or necessary to divert turbulent flows away from a curtained perimeter to avoid any
compromise to turbidity containment. 57

8.10.3

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND PLANNING

Several variables determine the effectiveness of turbidity barriers, including the
type of dredging activity occurring, the quantity and type of material being
retained by the barrier (e.g. contaminated fine sediment); the material condition
and construction of the barrier; the configuration of the area enclosed by the
barrier; and the method of deployment and attachment.
Positioning of the turbidity barrier to capture and contain turbid water is critical to
the success of this control measure. Barriers must remain structurally sound and
securely in place and operational throughout the dredging or construction
activities. The turbidity curtain material must be totally impermeable when the
construction or dredging activities are expected to result in water quality impacts
that exceed surface discharge standards for an extended duration of time.
Water quality is usually most degraded towards the bottom of the water column. 58
Turbidity barrier bottoms must be sufficiently anchored with weights or connected
firmly to sandy substrate via temporary anchors. 59 The use of a turbidity curtain on
cobble or rocky lake substrates usually requires the use of moderately heavy
sandbags to chink voids between rocks through which turbid water would
otherwise escape or dislodge. The freeboard height for a properly installed
turbidity curtain must be adjusted to prevent waves from overtopping the curtain,
yet be low enough to prevent high winds from entraining the curtain and repositioning it off location.
There are multiple options available for placement of turbidity barriers. Box curtains
can be especially effective when applied in enclosed private mooring harbors and
other enclosed residential boat storage.
A silt curtain is an impermeable synthetic barrier constructed of a flexible
reinforced thermoplastic material. Silt curtains are most effective when used on a
USACE, 1995, Engineer Manual EM 1110-2-1810, Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology
USACE, 1995, Engineer Manual EM 1110-2-1810, Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology
59 USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
57
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project where they are not opened and closed to allow equipment access to the
dredging or disposal area. Silt curtains are also limited to project locations with less
than 0.5 m/s wave or current velocities.
Gunderbooms are designed to allow water to flow through the curtain while
filtering suspended dredged sediment from the flow. Gunderbooms are similar to
silt curtains but are constructed of permeable geotextile fabrics. They are also
designed to extend from the water surface to the substrate bottom.
Sheet piling is a reusable, watertight barrier commonly made of steel, vinyl, plastic,
or fiberglass. Interlocks between sheets form tight connections and allow minimum
shift once installed. Sheet piles are costly to implement and less adaptable to
changing operational requirements and high wave velocity conditions, particularly
where irregular surfaces or edges compromise their stable mounting. 60
Cofferdams are temporary barriers commonly made of sheet piling. A braced
cofferdam is primarily used for bridging new pier construction in shallow waters. It
is constructed from a single wall of sheet piling that is driven into the substrate and
surrounds the excavation or dredging site. The cofferdam is braced on the inside
for structural support and dewatered. The advantages of using cofferdams include
their easy installation and removal, as well as their potential reuse for future
projects. Cofferdam disadvantages include the requirement of special equipment;
high cost, time-consuming installation; possible failure in high current or wave
locations. 61

8.10.4

INSTALLATION

Install turbidity curtains at least 10 feet or more from the edge of excavation or
dredging to prevent equipment from damaging the curtain. Setting the curtain
boom, fixing sound anchors and making adjustments for even distribution bottom
weights are critical for proper installation.

8.10.5

MAINTENANCE

Inspect turbidity barriers instantly after deployment and all necessary repairs and
adjustments must be made immediately upon discovery of the need. When
operations are complete, the careful removal of the turbidity barrier and its related
components is vital in order to maintain an unperturbed water column. 62
During installation, inspect at least twice daily and repair or improve if turbidity
plumes are observed. During poor weather conditions where wind and wave action
may compromise the performance of a turbidity curtain, perform rapid inspections
at least hourly, and complete repairs or improvements immediately if plumes are
detected. During periods of high wind and wave action, any construction activity
degrading water quality within the curtained area should cease until weather
conditions improve. Maintenance activities often require the use of divers. Divers
should be available to perform maintenance or repair tasks in the event that severe
weather, boat propellers, or equipment damages the curtain. 63

USACE, 1995, Engineer Manual EM 1110-2-1810, Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology
USACE, 1995, Engineer Manual EM 1110-2-1810, Engineering and Design: Coastal Geology
62 USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
63 USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
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Figure 8-o: Turbidity Curtain Design
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8.11

BOATING DISCHARGE CONTROL AND MARINA
MAINTENANCE

8.11.1

OVERVIEW

Measures to control discharge from boats and marinas are necessary to reduce or
eliminate impacts to water quality. Waste management and pollution prevention
BMPs for boats and marina facilities are described for common activities. The types
of boat maintenance facilities that they apply to include:

 Recreational boat docking facilities
 Commercial boat docking facilities
 Boat storage facilities
 Boat building and maintenance facilities
Boat maintenance and fueling operations in marinas can have significant impacts
on the concentrations of pollutants in the water column and bottom sediments. 64
Heavy metals have many functions in boat operation, maintenance, and repair can
be toxic to aquatic organisms. Zinc anodes are used to deter corrosion on metal
hulls and engine parts and copper and tin are used as biocides in antifoulant paints.
Dissolved copper was detected at toxic concentrations of several marinas within
the Chesapeake Bay 65. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) can be introduced
into the lake through boat engine operation, fuel spills, or direct discharges of oil
and grease. They not only pose a health risk to humans, they also are toxic to
aquatic organisms, even in very low concentrations. 66 Solid waste (e.g. wrappers,
containers) can cause aesthetic as well as physical dangers to both aquatic and
terrestrial wildlife. The organic material in sewage and bilge water discharged from
boats can deplete the dissolved oxygen (DO) that sustains much aquatic life. Fish
waste from fishing operations (commercial or private) can also negatively impact
water quality by depleting dissolved oxygen levels. The amount of fish waste
disposed into the small, often poorly flushed areas such as marina basins can
exacerbate the impact. 67
Aquatic invasive species (AIS) also pose a threat to the environmental quality of
Lake Tahoe. They may be introduced through recreational boating, fishing, or
construction activities. AIS can be aquatic vegetation, such as Eurasion watermilfoil
and curlyleaf pondweed, or fauna, such as zebra and quagga mussels and Asian
clams. 68 When AIS become established, they degrade habitat and out-compete
native species. Control of AIS is accomplished through required inspection and
cleaning of all vessels used in the Lake Tahoe Region. For all boats planning to
launch within the Lake Tahoe Basin, it required that all inspections take place at

64 Environmental Protection Agency, E F. Drabkowski Nonpoint Source Control Branch, Office of Water , 2000,
National Management Measures to Control Nonpoint Source Pollution from Marinas and Recreational Boating
65 Hall, L.W., Jr., M.J. Lenkevich, W.S. Hall, A.E. Pinkney, and S.T. Bushong. 1987. Evaluation of Butyltin
Compounds in Maryland Waters of Chesapeake Bay. Marine Pollution Bulletin, 18(2):78-83.
66 Environmental Protection Agency, E F. Drabkowski Nonpoint Source Control Branch, Office of Water , 2000,
National Management Measures to Control Nonpoint Source Pollution from Marinas and Recreational Boating
67 Environmental Protection Agency, E F. Drabkowski Nonpoint Source Control branch, Office of Water , 2000,
National Management Measures to Control Nonpoint Source Pollution from Marinas and Recreational Boating
68 USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
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The introduction of AIS at Lake
Tahoe is a serious threat;
hence, all boats planning to
launch within the Lake Tahoe
Basin should be inspected for
AIS and decontaminated at
approved off-site washing
stations prior to launching to
prevent their introduction into
the lake.

roadside inspection stations only. This program is overseen by the Lake Tahoe
Aquatic Invasive Species Working Group (LTAISWG) 69.
Boat maintenance facility operators may be held responsible for the pollution
caused by boat owners who perform maintenance activities on facility property.
Therefore, include guidance for boat owners in environmentally sound products
and practices. These BMPs are meant to guide the boat maintenance facility
operator in meeting or exceeding their regulatory responsibilities but are not a
substitute for existing regulations. Direct any questions about specific regulations
and compliance responsibilities to the appropriate regulatory agency.
Overall, boating discharge control measures can be either temporary or permanent
in nature and provide source, hydrologic and pollution controls for water quality.

8.11.2

BOATING DISCHARGE CONTROLS AND MARINA MAINTENANCE:
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Boating discharge control measures can be very effective if used diligently; use of
these BMPs depends upon an intensive public education effort aimed at boating
discharge prevention, especially for controlling aquatic invasive species
introduction.
Table 8-19 provides some common advantages and disadvantages associated with
using boating discharge control measures as a BMP.

Table 8-19: Advantages and Disadvantages of Boating Control Measures
ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

 Improves water quality and clarity by

 May be difficult to gain compliance.

reduction or elimination of discharges of
chemical pollutants and human waste from
boats.
 Promotes the need for additional restroom
facilities, which may decrease localized
impacts due to overcrowded conditions at
existing recreation sites.
 Minimizes and assists to control the spread
of AIS.

 Requires an intensive public education

8.11.3

program.

 New restroom facilities may require

expensive sewer hook-up, extensive scenic
quality mitigation, may create parking
demand, require extensive maintenance, and
must be winterized for year-round use.
 New restroom facilities may attract people to
sites they otherwise may not have
considered visiting.
 Considerable effort and cost required to
coordinate and enforce an AIS inspection and
boat-cleaning program.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND PLANNING

Decontamination for AIS is required in the Lake Tahoe Region. The specific
procedures to be followed at any launch facility must be approved by the
applicable regulatory agencies and the Lake Tahoe AIS Program. Currently, the AIS
program of roadside washing stations takes precedence. The introduction of AIS at
Lake Tahoe is a serious threat; hence, all boats planning to launch within the Lake
Tahoe Basin should be inspected for AIS and decontaminated at approved off-site
Check http://tahoeboatinspections.com/ for the latest information in inspection locations and
requirements.
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washing stations prior to launching to prevent their introduction into the lake. This
program is overseen by the Lake Tahoe Aquatic Invasive Species Working Group
(LTAISWG) 70.
Pollution prevention methods for controlling boating and marina related
discharges include but are not limited to the following: material substitution,
changes in operations or procedures, in-process recycling, off-site recycling,
product or service change, and equipment modification. BMPs for each of these
methods should include using a less toxic paint (e.g., water based instead of solvent
based), storing chemicals under cover on impervious surfaces, using biodegradable
antifreeze, and using dustless sanders that capture sanding particles. 71
Most non-domestic wastewaters generated by boat maintenance facility operators
are considered industrial wastewater. Non-domestic wastewater, industrial
wastewater, or other wastewater shall not be discharged into any sewer designated
to carry stormwater or allowed to flow directly into surface waters. No industrial
wastewater or other liquids shall be discharged to sanitary sewers. Some
wastewater may be recycled or disposed of, but prior to disposal, it shall be treated
to reduce the levels of concentrations of heavy metals (principally copper) and
meet the standards for disposal in sanitary sewers as set by the state regulatory
agencies and TRPA.
A minimum of one lakeside pump-out installation shall be provided at all
commercial marinas and harbors. A pump-out facility consists of equipment
needed to pump or otherwise receive and transfer contents of vessel holding tanks
into a sewage retention and/or disposal system approved by appropriate
permitting authorities. Pump-out facilities shall include at minimum the following
elements:

 Pump-out facilities shall be placed near the fuel dock so fueling and pump-out
can be conducted at the same location.

 Vessel wastes shall be pumped directly into a sewer line or holding tank and
employ automatic controls to prevent tanks from becoming full.

 A fresh water pressure line and hose (marked NOT FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION)
shall be available to flush out boat holding tanks. The receiving facility should
have a sloping apron that drains wash water into the receptacle.

 Non-potable water supply shall be located adjacent to the sewage pump-out
facility.

 All connections between waste hoses and receiving facilities need a tight seal
and be coupled and secured to prevent accidental separation.

 Pump-out facilities are required to be part of an inspection program and cleaned
periodically to ensure water quality discharge standards are being met.
Spray painting on land shall occur over an impermeable surface and in such a
manner that overspray does not fall on open ground or surface waters. 72

Check http://tahoeboatinspections.com/for the latest information in inspection locations and requirements.
B.C. Water Stewardship Division, Canadian Ministry of the Environment, 2005, British Columbia Guidelines
and Best Management Practices
72 B.C. Water Stewardship Division, Canadian Ministry of the Environment, 2005, British Columbia Guidelines
and Best Management Practices
70
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Engines and engine parts shall be stored on an impervious surface such as sealed
asphalt or cement, and covered to avoid contact with stormwater. The following
steps shall be taken to help avoid pollution:

 Care shall be taken to prevent oil and grease from leaking onto the open
ground.

 Washing engine parts with solvent is not permitted over open ground. Parts
washing shall be done in a container or parts washer with a lid to prevent
evaporation.

 The parts shall be rinsed or air-dried over the parts cleaning container.
 The dirty parts washing fluid shall be recycled or disposed of by a licensed
HAZMAT transporter. Water-soluble engine washing fluids shall be treated in the
same manner as other industrial wastewaters. 73
Managing engine oil, transmission fluid, hydraulic oil, and gear oil is also necessary.
To help avoid pollution in marinas, the following steps shall be taken:

 These petroleum products shall be kept in non-leaking containers on an
impermeable surface and covered in a manner that will prevent stormwater
from contacting the container.

 Leaking containers shall be emptied promptly upon detection, either by
transferring the product to a non-leaking container or by disposing of it in the
“used oil” container.

 Used oil shall be stored in a clearly marked non-leaking container on an
impermeable surface, and covered in a manner that will prevent stormwater
from contacting the container.

 Oil spills shall be prevented from leaving the area by means of a berm or
retaining structure. 74

 Waste gasoline shall be stored in a non-leaking container, on an impermeable
surface and covered to prevent stormwater from contacting the container. The
container shall be clearly labeled “waste gasoline” and the storage location
should conform to local Fire Codes.

 Whenever possible, waste gasoline shall be filtered and used as a fuel. Waste
gasoline shall not be allowed to evaporate; poured on the ground; disposed of in
storm sewers or discharged to surface waters.

 If necessary, waste gasoline shall be removed from the site by a licensed
HAZMAT transporter.

 Boat maintenance facilities are required to obtain a stormwater permit and
develop a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan. The permit application must
identify the type of operations taking place at the facility and describe the
volume and flow of stormwater on the facility grounds. Liquid wastes shall never
be discharged into a storm sewer, sanitary sewer, or into surface waters. Facility

73 B.C. Water Stewardship Division, Canadian Ministry of the Environment, 2005, British Columbia Guidelines
and Best Management Practices
74 B.C. Water Stewardship Division, Canadian Ministry of the Environment, 2005, British Columbia Guidelines
and Best Management Practices
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personnel shall be trained to take proper care when handling these products
and spills. 75

 Boats that are equipped with bilge pumps, either manual or automatic, can
discharge bilge water into the lake. Bilge water may be contaminated with waste
petroleum products, and if not properly decontaminated prior to launch may
also contain AIS. The use of bilge sponges will reduce the amount of petroleum
based contaminates discharged into the lake during pump operation. Bilge
sponges shall be made available to the public at marinas, boat ramps, and other
public boat launch facilities. Boat launch facilities shall maintain hazardous
materials depots available to the public for disposal of spent bilge sponges.76

 A common problem with recreational boaters on smaller vessels is the absence
of a bathroom. The use of a waste containment device, which can be closed and
easily stowed, can reduce the occurrence of direct discharge of human waste to
the lake, provided the device is emptied into a sewer facility on shore.
Commercial portable toilets are suitable for runabouts and larger vessels and
smaller boats may rely on devices as simple as an appropriately labeled
container with a screw-top lid. Providing convenient restroom facilities and
temporary dump facilities for waste containment devices at boat launching sites
will prevent discharges of human waste directly to the lake from boats and from
shore. 77

75 B.C. Water Stewardship Division, Canadian Ministry of the Environment, 2005, British Columbia Guidelines
and Best Management Practices
76 B.C. Water Stewardship Division, Canadian Ministry of the Environment, 2005, British Columbia Guidelines
and Best Management Practices
77 B.C. Water Stewardship Division, Canadian Ministry of the Environment, 2005, British Columbia Guidelines
and Best Management Practices
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8.11.4

INSTALLATION

Much of the installation required for boating and marina discharge control will be
tied to the specific facility construction. Further, many aspects of the BMP require
public education and modification of existing practices. While bilge sponges and
waste containment devices are easily placed in boats by the boat owner, restroom
facilities require extensive planning, design, and construction by professionals.
Furthermore, hazardous materials depots must be installed in accordance with
local health and fire district ordinances.

8.11.5

MAINTENANCE

All constructed facilities must be maintained. Further, public education should be
continually updated and refreshed. Bilge sponges must be replaced after their
useful life span and disposed of properly. Hazardous materials depots must be
emptied in accordance with local health and fire district ordinances.
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8.12

BOAT RAMP CONSTRUCTION AND VEHICLE SOURCE
CONTROL METHODS AND DESIGN

8.12.1

OVERVIEW

With shoreline development comes an increase in demand for lake access by
recreational watercraft. The construction of public and private boat launches along
lake shores has the potential to degrade sensitive nearshore habitat and increase
the complexity and cost of preventing the potential establishment of Aquatic
Invasive Species (AIS) at Lake Tahoe.
Traditional methods of boat launch construction are known to harm shallow
aquatic and benthic communities within the vicinity. Placement of fill or the
construction of hardened launch surfaces in shallow waters smothers bottomdwelling organisms, displaces plants and animals and alters local water currents
and other conditions important to aquatic life processes. Boat ramp construction
and vehicle source control as a BMP will help reduce these environmental impacts.
Boat ramp vehicle source control consists of both practices and facilities. Practices
include inspections that are more frequent, encouraging alternative launching
methods and providing vehicle wash stations to help prevent discharges to the lake
during boat launching. Boat ramp construction methods and design standards
include measures to ensure proper placement for optimum performance, to reduce
impacts to littoral processes, and to protect water quality during construction. 78
Boat ramp construction and vehicle source control accomplish multiple objectives:

 Minimize impacts due to the dredging operations which may be required during
boat ramp construction.

 Minimize future maintenance dredging needs.
 Minimize vehicle intrusion into the lake.
 Prevent the discharge of road grime solids, salts, greases, and oils directly to the
lake during boat launching.

 Prevent further introduction and spread of AIS.
This BMP is applicable to the construction of new boat ramps, the expansion or
rehabilitation of existing boat ramps, the retrofit of existing boat launching
facilities, and to the operation of existing boat launching facilities during low water
conditions. In addition, regional policies call for no new dredging and no new boat
ramps or expansion of boat ramps in fish spawning habitat.
TRPA will require a Water Quality Mitigation Plan prior to permit approval. If
dredging is required to site the boat ramp, water quality monitoring shall be
required consistent with the mitigation measures required for all dredging projects
before the project and during construction. Monitoring results that demonstrate
mean concentration of constituents in project area waters exceeding TRPA surface
water discharge standards by more than 50 percent shall result in a site inspection,
permit review, and potential enforcement actions, including fines. In this
78
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circumstance, only techniques that do not require cast-in-place concrete and that
avoid substantial alteration of the existing shorezone contours would be allowed.
Overall, boat ramp construction and vehicle source control provide both temporary
and permanent BMPs that provide source, hydrologic, and pollution controls for
water quality.

8.12.2

BOAT RAMP CONSTRUCTION AND VEHICLE SOURCE CONTROL:
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

During construction, sediments may be disturbed, causing silt and contaminants to
enter the water where they impair water quality and interfere with fish rearing and
food sources, such as insects, plankton, and algae. The footprint of boat launch
facilities prevents the growth of aquatic vegetation in the productive littoral zone
of the lake, which is an integral part of the lake trophic food web. 79
Launching of watercraft may introduce other pollutants such as oils, fuel, sewage,
or AIS into the water. In shallow water, even the wash from propellers can churn up
enough sediment to damage fragile aquatic plants and animals.
Despite these potential impacts, there are also advantages in implementing boat
ramp construction and vehicle source control as a BMP for shorezone protection
(Refer to Table 8-20).

79
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Table 8-20: Advantages and Disadvantages of Boat Ramp Construction and
Vehicle Source Control
ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

 Reduces overall turbidity and minimizes

 Restricts the number of locations available



 May restrict the ability to expand existing









discharges of turbid waters into the lake.
Minimizes maintenance dredging which may
cause additional discharge of turbid waters.
Prevents vehicle intrusion into the lake,
which may result in the discharge of
contaminant to surface waters.
May prevent Polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbon (PAH) accumulations in the
lake.
Can prevent the introduction of invasive
flora and fauna from other navigable waters
or other parts of the lake.
Can improve water quality conditions,
particularly at boat launching facilities with
poor water circulation.

for new boat ramps due to slope limitations.












boat ramps depending upon existing
topography.
Limits the ability to modify existing
backshore topography to accommodate
desired boat ramp length and slope
Inspections may be costly
Close proximity to groundwater may limit
treatment ability of a vehicle wash station
without an associated lift station.
If not enforced, voluntary compliance with
vehicle washing may not occur.
Treatment facilities require periodic
maintenance.
Parking space may be reduced by a wash
station and associated staging areas.
Certain elements of a vehicle wash station
may require scenic quality mitigation.
The cost to implement alternative launching
methods, such as the use of tractors, may
not be feasible at all boat launching facilities.

If properly constructed, the negative impacts of boat ramp construction could be
minimized or avoided entirely. Launching of boats with vehicles that are laden with
sediment, oils, and grease often create direct discharges of contaminants to the
surface waters of the lake. Discharge standards may be exceeded, particularly early
in the boating season, as vehicles, trailers, and boats are most likely to be covered
with road grime. Providing a vehicle wash station will direct common vehicle
contaminants to treatment facilities where they can be removed and not
discharged to the surface waters of the lake. These vehicle wash stations shall be
located at selected larger marinas. This programmatic set of strategies also provides
complimentary support to the AIS control efforts within the Lake Tahoe Region and
the AIS inspections currently being conducted prior to all motorized boat launches
at designated stations around the lake.

8.12.3

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND PLANNING

The construction of boat ramps often requires grading below the water line
(dredging) to establish optimal length and slope for the completed boat ramp
facility. To minimize the extent of dredging required, restrict the siting of new boat
ramps to existing backshore slopes of 15 percent or less, and to existing foreshores
that are at least a continuous 12 to 15 percent from high water to elevation 6,219
feet. Steeper backshore and foreshore slopes may require significant grading,
dredging, or filling to decrease the slope of the finished approach to the boat ramp
and the boat ramp itself. 80

80
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In addition to correct siting, minimize excavation above and below the water line.
An example of such a technique includes the placement of a steel grid foundation
onto piles and cross members, followed by the installation of precast concrete
sections placed above the grid.
Decontamination for AIS is required in the Lake Tahoe Region. The specific
procedures to be followed at any launch facility must be approved by the
applicable regulatory agencies and the Lake Tahoe AIS Program. Currently, the AIS
program of roadside washing stations takes precedence. The introduction of AIS at
Lake Tahoe is a serious threat; hence, all boats planning to launch within the Lake
Tahoe Basin should be inspected for AIS and decontaminated at approved off-site
washing stations prior to launching to prevent their introduction into the lake. This
program is overseen by the Lake Tahoe Aquatic Invasive Species Working Group
(LTAISWG) 81.
A pre-cast grease and oil separator or equivalent subsurface stormwater treatment
device must be installed to collect solids, grease, and oils. If an infiltration facility
cannot be accommodated at the wash station due to the proximity of ground
water, treated discharges may be collected in a sump and pumped to an off-site
facility with adequate infiltration capacity. In the event an infiltration facility cannot
be feasibly constructed or reached, treated discharges may be pumped to a
sanitary sewer provided utility discharge standards are met and a discharge
agreement has been reached with the utility district. Discharge to a sewer may not
always be feasible due to discharge standards or cost constraints. 82
Ramps shall not be greater in width and of the minimum length needed to provide
lake access at normal lake elevations. Single lane ramps can be difficult to use,
particularly if they are greater than 100 feet long. If use is up to 50 launches and 50
retrievals per day, one lane is sufficient. Boat ramps longer than 200 feet and less
than 60 feet wide should provide a 60-foot minimum diameter-turning lane.
Erosion control features are necessary for all launching ramps to prevent
undercutting by waves, surge, currents, and runoff drainage. The head of ramp
should be not less than 1 foot above legal high water and the toe should be not less
than 3 feet below legal low water. A vertical curve at the head of ramp makes the
boat ramp easier to use and prevents trailer hitches from hitting the ramp at the
change of grade. A V-groove finish should be fixed on all concrete boat ramps to
ensure maximum vehicle traction.
Qualified professionals should ensure that the site assessment and design
considers the factors presented in Table 8-21 below. Furthermore, as boat ramps
are constructed with concrete, there are additional requirements for the design
phase of the concrete works (Refer to Table 8-21).
If the boat ramp project is proposed within or adjacent to lakeshore spawning
habitat or a vegetated or potentially vegetated (e.g. historically vegetated)
foreshore area, then it is strongly recommended that the services of a qualified
professional be engaged early in the planning process. Explore options for project
relocation to avoid these valuable habitats if possible.

Check http://tahoeboatinspections.com/ for the latest information in inspection locations and
requirements.
82 USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
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8.12.4

INSTALLATION

Boat ramps must be designed by licensed professional civil engineers and installed
by qualified professional construction personnel. Dredging required during
construction must be conducted with the appropriate control and mitigation
measures in order to minimize impacts to water quality. If facility owned tractors
are used to launch boats, they must be steam cleaned prior to use, and periodically
checked for leaks from crankcases, cooling systems, or hydraulic and fuel lines.83

8.12.5

MAINTENANCE

Maintenance of boat ramps usually consists of the removal of accumulated
sediments that vehicles must then drive across to reach water depths sufficient to
release a boat. Removal of sediments may cause impacts similar to dredging.
Employ and maintain mitigation and control measures when these activities occur.

83
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Table 8-21: Considerations for Boat Ramp Construction
Site Assessment
and Design
Considerations

 Describe the local backshore soil characteristics.
 Model and estimate the local shoreline accretion and erosion patterns.
 Model nearshore currents and associated patterns of sediment transport and deposition.
 Describe the existing lakeshore morphology and potential shorezone impacts or changes.
 Document historical lake water levels during the proposed season(s) of use.
 Limit the potential disturbances from machinery or other equipment.
 Control any potential erosion or sediment releases resulting from proposed works.
 Implement any control measures that may be required for minimizing the potential for stormwater and

contaminated runoff from impervious surfaces from reaching the lake.

 Minimize the grading footprint of the works and associated foreshore disturbance.
 Estimate and predict the potential for sediment accumulation on the ramp.
 Avoid designs that require future maintenance dredging.

Habitat
Considerations

 Minimize the direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to riparian vegetation, fish, and wildlife individuals,

populations, species, and habitats.

 Avoid direct and indirect impacts to other properties or services.
 Control the potential for establishment of aquatic invasive species.
 Document existing or potential fish and wildlife use, aquatic, wetland, and riparian habitat;
 Minimize the effects of boat wakes on adjacent shoreline areas and reduce the effects of re-suspension of

sediment.

 Avoid to greatest extent practical any dredging, blasting, and/or placement of fill below the legal high

water line.

 Minimize the area disturbed by construction activities and preserve backshore trees, shrubs, and grasses as

well as existing rocks and logs in the aquatic environment that are important fish habitat.
 Avoid the use of heavy equipment below the legal high water mark. If such access is necessary, then the

operational best management practices shall be closely followed.

Construction
Considerations

 Control the potential for construction activities to spread aquatic invasive species by implementing an AIS

Management Plan in coordination with the Lake Tahoe AIS Program.
 Ensure that all works involving the use of concrete, cement, mortars and other Portland cement or lime-














containing construction materials will not deposit, directly or indirectly, sediments, debris, concrete,
concrete fines, wash, or contact water into or about any water body.
Obtain a CO2 tank with regulator, hose, and gas diffuser that must be readily available during concrete work
to neutralize pH levels should a spill occur. Train staff in its use.
Provide containment facilities for the wash-down water from concrete delivery trucks, concrete pumping
equipment, and other tools and equipment.
Report immediately any significant spills of sediments, debris, concrete fines, and/or wash to the TRPA and
the appropriate state department.
Isolate all concrete work from any water body or stormwater system.
Monitor the pH frequently in the watercourse immediately downstream of the isolated worksite until the
works are completed.
Prevent any water that contacts uncured or partly cured concrete (during activities like exposed aggregate
wash-off, wet curing, or equipment washing) from directly or indirectly entering any watercourse or
stormwater system.
Grade disturbed areas above the lake high water mark to a stable angle of repose after work is completed.
Revegetate the areas in order to prevent surface erosion.
Remove any remaining sediment and erosion control measures (e.g. silt fences).
Ensure that all equipment, supplies, and non-biodegradable materials have been removed from the site.
Complete post-construction and multi-year monitoring plan inspection requirements to ensure revegetation
meets survival requirements.
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Figure 8-p: Boat Ramp Design
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8.13

SITE CHARACTERIZATION CHECKLIST

8.13.1

OVERVIEW

The objective of the site characterization checklist or assessment is to identify
existing physical and ecological resources within the designated project area
boundaries. It is also designed to identify the historical-cultural resources, land uses
and water quality issues associated with the proposed project area. Management
and utilization of existing resources are also examined. Special attention is given to
water quality and aquatic invasive species control although other nearshore
resources are examined for potential impact as well. This type of checklist helps to
identify gaps in existing knowledge of the physical conditions and biological and
cultural resources of a proposed project area. The site assessment will aid in the
determination of future permitting and compliance monitoring efforts. A site
characterization checklist should be prepared by a multi-disciplinary team with the
use of existing information along with the collection of data for physical
parameters, such as geology and soils. 84
The shorezone site characterization checklist or assessment identifies potential
impacts to the nearshore system. The shorezone assessment procedure is similar to
watershed evaluation: habitat variables are compared to reference conditions and
if they are found to be significantly different, they are identified as probable causes
of biological impairment. 85
When completing either a site characterization for structure installation or
maintenance dredging permits, contact the appropriate agency directly for the
most recent application requirements.
Overall, the site characterization checklist is either a permanent or temporary BMP
that provides source, hydrologic, and pollution control for water quality.

8.13.2

GEOTECHNICAL AND ENGINEERING MODELING REQUIREMENTS FOR
DESIGN AND IMPACT ANALYSIS

When performing geotechnical or engineering modeling the following checklist of
data requirements and modeling considerations will inform the design process and
address the environmental impact section of TRPA’s Initial Environmental Checklist
(Refer to Table 8-22). This analysis is critical in order for TRPA staff to issue a Finding
of No Significant Effect (FONSE) for a proposed shorezone protective structure
project, especially if the grading and structure must be sited below the legal high
water line (6,229.1 feet).

84
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Table 8-22: Overview of Geotechnical and Engineering Modeling Requirements
REQUIREMENT
 Upland and

Backshore
Stability Analysis

 Backshore and

 Hydrodynamics

Foreshore
Geomorphology

 TMDL Water Quality

Control
Considerations

 Fish Habitat

 Geotechnical Evaluation

Assessment

 Backshore

Vegetation
Assessment

COMPONENTS
 Slope Analysis

 Littoral Transport

 Design Wave Climate

 Stormwater Runoff

 Spawning Area

 Elevation, Thickness and

(Angle of Repose)
 Structural
Lithology and Soil
Morphology
 Degree of
Consolidation of
Backshore Terrace
or Bluff Soils
 Seismic and Fault
Hazard Analysis (if
applicable)

Processes
 Localized Sediment
Budget (qualitative or
quantitative)
 Estimated Rates of an
Area Effected by
Erosion
 Historical Shoreline
Adjustment

Characterization
 Seasonal Variability
 Design Wind
Characterization
Requirements

Discharge
Requirements
(volume and
concentrations)
 Groundwater
Discharge
Requirements
 Stream Channel
Erosion Findings (if
applicable)

Suitability
 Feeding Area
Suitability
 Cover and Holding
Area Suitability
 Non-Native
Invasive Species
(i.e. Asian clams,
quagga mussels,
zebra mussels,
Eurasian milfoil,
largemouth bass
etc.)

Physical Properties of
Backshore Soils
(subsurface soil strength
and engineering
property investigation
for structural support)
 Surface Sediment
Analysis for Beach
Replenishment
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 Cover and

Density
 Species

Composition and
Diversity
 Non-Native
Invasive Species
(i.e. white top,
thistle, etc.)
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In addition to the modeling requirements presented in Table 8-22, incorporate the
following components into the design of protective structures:

 Structural Integrity (ability to withstand extreme wave events without significant
damage)

 Functional Design Modeling Requirements:
 Wave Run-Up
 Wave Overtopping
 Wave Transmission
 Wave Reflection
 Mass Entrainment (clast or rock fragment sizing for dynamic revetments)
Detail the following in the Existing Conditions Analysis:

 Local soil characteristics
 The erosion and hydraulic dynamics of the shoreline (i.e., what is causing the
problem)

 The existing lakeshore morphology and potential impacts or changes
 The existing or potential fish and wildlife use
 Aquatic habitat and riparian habitat
 The potential for access related disturbances from machinery or other heavy
equipment

 The ability to access and repair lakeshore stabilization works in the future
 The potential erosion or sediment releases resulting from proposed works
 The identification of the control measures that will minimize the footprint of the
works and associated foreshore disturbance

 The identification of the control measures that will minimize direct and indirect
impacts to backshore riparian vegetation and nearshore fish and wildlife
populations, species, and habitats

 How to avoid direct and indirect impacts to other properties or services with
particular emphasis on the controls for containing the spread of or colonization
by invasive plants and species
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8.14

SHOREZONE PROTECTIVE STRUCTURE PROJECT
MONITORING AND ASSESSMENT

8.14.1

OVERVIEW

Monitoring refers to the overall process of data collection, analysis, and
interpretation of either short-term, immediate impacts, or long-term changes over
the life of a project. Environmental monitoring is usually conducted for several
purposes as described below.
Monitoring may be required within permit conditions of the relevant regulatory
agencies to ensure project impacts are reduced to a less than a significant level. The
most applicable monitoring requirements are related to the following areas:

 Scenic mitigation
 Water quality impacts
 Fisheries and wildlife habitat
 Aquatic invasive species eradication
 Littoral processes.
 Monitoring activities are used to do the following:





Document compliance with state, regional and local standards
Evaluate the impacts of construction and operation of projects
Determine if the project has deviated from the planning phase and guide
any necessary remedial work
Determine compliance and guide project completion and security returns if
applicable

Use monitoring also to determine if the project operations adversely affect the
natural environment. Focus monitoring on those measurable parameters that
provide valuable information about issues of genuine concern. Marina Master Plans
and projects that require an EIS will have review and monitoring requirements.
Each shorezone area has specific parameters for initial measurement and ongoing
monitoring. In general, the level of risk to fixed backshore assets will control the
level and intensity of monitoring. Potential loss of footpaths, backshore patio decks,
or low value amenity areas may only justify investment in occasional visits by staff
to observe or photograph changes to the backshore. At the other end of the risk
scale are high value assets such as commercial facilities, recreational developments,
or high-end residential homes. For these sites, it may well be worth developing a
programmatic commitment to gathering accurate, frequent, and high resolution
measurements, including the installation of nearshore monitoring buoys, the
commissioning of annual or periodic Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) aerial
topographic surveys and remote imagery, and the development of a centralized
shorezone database. The possibilities for measurement will almost always exceed
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the budget, so priorities must be set by the project engineer and permit planner or
the project’s Technical Advisory Committee. 86
Monitoring must address the immediate project level concerns, but it must also
provide meaningful data for shorezone adaptive management. There are several
stages in this process:

 Understanding the past: observing short-term fluctuations and documenting
long-term trends as they relate to development and land use in order to
understand the present and inform the future.

 Identifying potential problems: monitoring allows significant change to be
identified and addressed. For example, if backshore and foreshore erosion will
result in damage to an important structural asset, the appropriate data collection
and modeling should be part of the design alternative analysis process.

 Predicting the future: past and recent development and land use along the
shoreline can provide a guide to future littoral response and shoreline evolution.

 Monitoring management operations: feedback on shorezone response to
operations will guide future management decision making, possibly providing
on-going institutional refinements or alternatives to project planning and
engineering. 87

 Managing a protective structure installation within the Lake Tahoe shorezone
requires data on the initial character of the system as well as the changes over a
range of time scales and the causative factors of change. The data are needed in
order to achieve the following:





Identify and understand change associated with the protective installation.
Guide the planning of management operations for its functional
maintenance.
Programmatically appraise the performance and impacts of project level
engineering decisions.

Overall, protective structure monitoring provides either a temporary or permanent
BMP, which applies source, hydrologic, and pollution control for water quality.

8.14.2

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR MONITORING

If the checklist objectives call for scientifically and legally defensible conclusions,
data should be quantitative and the hypotheses concerning change should be
statistically tested. Since quantitative data sufficient for application of statistical
tests are often expensive to obtain, well-defined objectives and the careful
selection of measurement parameters are vital. Scoping is a critical part to this
important process; scoping includes defining checklist objectives, delineating the
boundary of the checklist area, and selecting the appropriate aquatic species for
evaluation. The selection of species can be based on ecological importance,

86 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection and USACE, 2008,
Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
87 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection and USACE, 2008,
Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
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importance for human use (e.g., sport or commercial fishing), or other factors,
including legal protection status. 88
Frequency of sampling will depend on the original objectives of the monitoring
program, the availability of resources, and the size of the project area. Seasonal
fluctuations of physical and biological parameters may be or may not be known;
therefore, seasonal sampling may be required. A sampling frequency of once per
year may be sufficient for an annual maintenance project, unless there is a reason
to believe otherwise. 89
Experimental design and sampling plans for a specific project area will depend on
the nature and magnitude of the project, the use and purpose of the data, and the
metrics to be evaluated. The fauna present may be sessile or motile with
populations that vary seasonally and distributions that are random or clustered. In
most cases, quantitative studies of the backshore and foreshore beach and
nearshore substrate must also concentrate on the benthic community and any
populations of aquatic invasive species. 90
Statistical analysis must be used to summarize or describe complex data. Statistics
can also be used as a formal decision-making tool to decide whether measured
temporal or spatial differences between samples are real or whether they may be
the result of a sampling variability. Commercially available data management
systems have options for computing and displaying several types of statistics. Large
amounts of data can be summarized by calculating statistics such as measures of
central tendency (mean, median, and mode) and dispersion (standard deviation
and range).
Statistics can also be used to compare sets of data to determine if differences exist
among them and, if so, whether the differences are significant. Statistical
relationships among variables may be explored using correlation and regression
analyses. For example, the relationship between the density of a certain benthic
species and certain physical (water depth, temperature, sediment grain size, etc.)
and chemical (dissolved oxygen, etc.) parameters might be important to examine
using correlation and regression statistics. 91
The next step in data interpretation is conducting the proper analysis and
interpretation to ensure that the assumptions on which the data retrieval plan was
based are still valid. New information or failure to collect all the data required in the
original experimental design may necessitate modification. If data analysis can
proceed according to plan, decide to accept or reject the tested hypothesis.
Following this step, an effort should be made to identify additional quantitative or
qualitative conclusions that may be warranted, and explore any additional
hypotheses that may be tested using the same data. Do not limit conclusions to
acceptance or rejection of hypotheses, but extend clear expression of the
implications of the observed results. Decision makers who are not technical

88 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection and USACE, 2008,
Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
89 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection
90 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection and USACE, 2008,
Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
91 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection
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specialists may fail to grasp these implications unless they are clearly
communicated. 92
The following are the likely order of priority for physical baseline measurement and
monitoring for a reviewing a proposal for a proposed new backshore protective
structure:

 Backshore position and evolution, rate and lateral extent of erosion, rate of
recovery following erosion

 Sediment distribution and variability, both spatially and temporally
 Water levels, nearshore waves and winds
 Littoral and terrestrial geomorphology and hillslope analysis of adjacent cliffs,
underlying foreshore strata and nearshore lakebed substrate features

 Variations in backshore groundwater levels (effects to backshore wetlands and
SEZ)

 State and regional water quality parameters
Include reference sites representative of the “without-project” condition (e.g. the
same geomorphic setting and no protective structure) in the monitoring program,
if possible. The purpose of reference sites is to evaluate changes that occur through
time but are not related to the project. Without reference sites it is often very
difficult to establish that observed changes are project related, and a question may
remain as to whether natural variability or other perturbations were responsible for
observed changes. In some cases, it may be possible to control for other
perturbations by establishing more than one reference site. Reference sites may
also be used to ensure that changes, which occur within some designated
boundary or sphere of influence around an activity, remain restricted to within that
boundary. 93

8.14.3

BIOLOGICAL MONITORING

Freshwater lake nearshore and estuarine biological systems are considered diverse
and complex. Shorezone protection projects may benefit one or more components
of the biological system while adversely impacting others. Biological assessments
of shorezone protection projects are used to predict ecosystem adjustment as well
as the importance, spatial extent, and severity of the expected biological
alterations. In practice, analysis usually focuses upon species of commercial or
recreational importance; rare, threatened, or endangered species; and sensitive or
highly productive habitats. 94
Habitat-based evaluation procedures are designed to document the quality and
quantity of habitat available for aquatic and terrestrial animals. These procedures
can be used to compare the relative value of different areas at the same time
(baseline studies) and/or the relative value of one area at different points in time
(impact assessment) as compared to a proposed future scenario.

USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection and USACE, 2008,
Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
93 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection
94 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection
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8.14.3.1 BIOLOGICAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The construction of shore protective structures usually produces short-term
physical and water quality disturbances. These perturbations directly impact
biological communities and may result in long-term impacts. For example, some
ecosystems damaged by construction or water quality degradation may recover
slowly and take years to achieve preconstruction levels. Many of these impacts are
very difficult to avoid. However, construction activities can often be timed to avoid
critical events such as fish spawning or migratory shorebird nesting. Sometimes
protective structures can be located to avoid sensitive biological areas.
Shorezone structures alter bottom habitats by physical eradication and in some
cases by deposition or scour. However, certain hard structures may create a highly
productive, artificial reef type habitat. The type of material used to build a structure
and the surface area of the structure will influence the quality of the newly created
habitat. Some protective structures, which are connected to the shore and extend
some distance lakeward, may potentially interfere with the migration of certain fish
species. To alleviate these concerns the structure may be modified to include gaps
or shortened in length, or located outside the path of the migratory movement. 95
Noise pollution from dredging or other activities may also be a major concern when
in the proximity of bird nesting sites96. However, breeding activities are seasonal,
and disturbance can be avoided by scheduling the operations during non-usage
periods.

8.14.3.2 BIOLOGICAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The assessment of biological impacts must begin very early in the planning and
permitting process. Some types of biological studies are time consuming and often
require data collection over an extended period of time. Early identification of
specific biological issues is critical to successful permitting. Often a key issue is the
possible siting of a project in a valuable or rare biological area (e.g. Tahoe yellow
cress habitat). If the ecosystem can be located and mapped early, it might be
possible to move the project elsewhere to avoid the impacts or redesign the
project to minimize or reduce the potential impacts. 97

8.14.3.3 HABITAT MODIFICATION
All shorezone protection projects result in some modification of shorezone
habitats. Beach nourishment or replenishment may result in smothered benthic
communities, although the recovery of these communities following nourishment
is reported to be generally rapid. 98 Shorezone protective structures provide a
permanent alteration of the foreshore substrate or bottom. In some cases, the
tradeoff made in replacing soft bottom habitat (mud or sand) with hard bottom
habitat (rock, at least in rubble mound structures) has generally been viewed as a
beneficial impact associated with lake shorezone protective structures where
diversity is desired. 99 Such habitat modification is typically not a major biological
USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection
Buckley, P. A. and F. G. Buckley, 1977, Auk 94:36-43, Hexagonal packing of Royal Tern nests
97 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection
and USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
98 Naqvi, Syed M; Pullen, Edward J, 1982, Coastal Engineering Research Center Technical Bulletin, Fort Belvoir VA
99 Hyland, J. L., L. Balthis, C. T. Hackney, G. McRae, A. H. Ringwood, T. R. Snoots, R. F. Van Dolah, and T. L. Wade.
1998, NOAA Technical Memorandum NOS ORCA 123. NOAA/NOS, Office of Ocean Resources Conservation
95
96
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impact issue except when highly productive habitats such as spawning and nesting
areas are involved. 100

8.14.3.4 FISH MIGRATION
The impact of shorezone protective structures on fish and larval migration has been
raised as a biological issue. Early life history stages of many important commercial
and sport fishes are almost entirely dependent on open, high quality waterways for
transportation between nearshore and estuarine spawning grounds and juvenile
nursery areas. Some shorezone protective structures (jetties in particular) may
interfere with this migration process by modifying currents near stream mouths.
However, the extent of a problem of this nature in Lake Tahoe is negligible and
would require a case-by-case evaluation of each site. Similar impacts have been
documented with breakwaters on migrations of juvenile and adult fishes but not in
freshwater lentic systems. This issue has been raised primarily in association with
anadromous fishes in the Pacific Northwest. Conclusive evidence supporting these
concerns has not been fully established. 101

8.14.3.5 PREDATION PRESSURE
Rubble mound structures (revetments) provide substrate that can act as cover and
holding habitat. As such, some jetties and breakwaters serve as a focal point for
congregations of some types of non-native species (e.g. largemouth bass or mysis
shrimp) which may feed or find shelter there. This condition has also generated a
concern that high densities of predators in the vicinity of jetties and breakwaters
pose a threat to egg, larval, and juvenile stages of important species (e.g.
macrozooplankton cladocerans species such as Daphnia). This concern is largely
associated with projects in the Pacific Northwest and conclusive evidence
demonstrating a significant impact is currently unavailable and may be difficult to
establish. In any case, evaluations must be conducted on a site-specific basis. For
example, examination of existing similar structures near the proposed project site
could provide information on the type and extent of organism development on
jetties, breakwaters, and other rubble mound revetment structures. 102

and Assessment, Silver Spring, MD, Environmental quality of estuaries of the Carolinian Province: 1995. Annual
statistical summary for the 1995 EMAP-Estuaries Demonstration Project in the Carolinian Province.
100 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection
101 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection
102 USACE, 1989, EM 1110-2 -5025, Environmental Engineering for Coastal Shore Protection
and USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
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8.16

APPENDICES

8.16.1

DESIGN CALCULATIONS

The following section contains calculations to be used for design of shorezone
BMP’s and delineation of the backshore boundary. These are intended to assist a
professional engineer.

8.16.1.1 WIND-WAVE GENERATION
The following points are assumptions and recommendations as to how to provide
guidance and instruction regarding wind-wave generation modeling:

 The selection of the design wind speed is critical to projecting adequate
protections based on statistical modeling. The present guidance uses the 80 mile
an hour - 1-hour duration design storm wind event. The CEM provides
alternative design storm standards that may be more accurate and appropriate
in achieving the region’s policy objectives.

 The mathematical descriptions provided below are simplifications; they assume
the 80 mile an hour – 1-hour wind speed generates a fetch-limited wave; this is
true of all but the longest fetches over the lake. While the descriptions reflect
shoaling, the effects of refraction are not included.

 The use of more sophisticated approaches to wind-wave generation modeling is
acceptable and encouraged. Particularly, the use of commercial or publicly
available wind-wave generation hindcast programs including ACES, STWAVE,
and MIKE-21 or SWAN provided that they are applied by engineering firms that
regularly provide this service. Analysis of historical wind conditions in the area is
encouraged.
The simplest direct calculation method is as follows (CEM II-2-36 to II-2-38). These
equations give the significant deepwater wave height and period to be used for
design. Note the calculations below must be performed in SI units. The acceleration
due to gravity, g, is 9.81 meters per second in SI units.
Determine the maximum fetch X (Refer to Figure 8-q). This is the longest straightline distance from the project site to the opposite shoreline, measured in meters.
The procedure is as follows:

 The design wind speed U10,mph is an 80 miles per hour wind sustained for onehour, measured at an elevation 10 meters above the water surface, based on
winds blowing from the quadrant corresponding to the maximum fetch. This
corresponds to a design wind speed U10 of 35.76 m/s in SI units
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Figure 8-q: Fetch Definition

𝐶𝐷 = 0.001 (1.1 + 0.035𝑈10 )

Calculate drag coefficient (no units)

𝑢∗ = 𝑈10 (𝐶𝐷 )0.5

Calculate friction velocity in m/s

H m0

 u*2 X
= 0.0413
 g







(Equation 16.1)
(Equation 16.2)

12

(Equation 16.3)

Calculate significant deepwater wave height in meters

 u* X
T p = 0.651 2
 g






0.33

(Equation 16.4)

Calculate peak wave period in 0.751
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Figure 8-r defines the primary wave characteristics used throughout this Appendix.
As an alternative to the calculation given above, Figure 8-s provides a curve of wave height and period as a
function of fetch. This curve is based on the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers ACES program.

Figure 8-r: Definition of Wave Characteristics
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Figure 8-s Wave Height Nomograph
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8.16.1.2 WAVE RUN-UP FORMULA FOR BACKSHORE DELINEATION (USING THE 80
MILE PER HOUR SUSTAINED DESIGN STORM WIND EVENT)

The magnitude of wave run-up is influenced by water level, wave height, and beach
morphology and nearshore topography. On wide, gently sloping, dissipative
beaches wave run-up is usually low because much of the incoming wave energy is
expended in breaking before it reaches the shoreline. On narrow, steeply sloping,
reflective beaches wave run-up is high because incoming waves break right at the
shoreline with little prior loss of energy.
The wave run-up on the beach is required both for regulatory (backshore
delineation) and engineering purposes. The calculations defined in this section
shall be used for backshore delineation. The subsequent section gives an
alternative approach that may be used for engineering processes.
The run-up elevation for backshore delineation is based on the following
parameters:

 Peak wave period (Tp)
 Deep water significant wave height (Hm0)
 Beach slope (rs) is calculated using measured beach profile bathymetry and is
based on elevations between the legal minimum and maximum still water
surface elevations (i.e., 6,223.0 to 6,229.1 feet).
The procedure is as follows:

 Calculate the deep-water wavelength L0:

L0 =

g 2
Tp
2π

(Equation 16.5)

 Calculate the 2% of wave run-up level, represented as R2%:

Ru2% = 0.27 rs H m 0 L0

(Equation 16.6)

 The total wave run-up elevation for backshore delineation is given by:
Ru2% + SWLmax

(Equation 16.7)

 SWLmax is the legal maximum still water surface elevation of 6,229.1 feet.
8.16.1.3 WAVE RUN-UP (FOR DESIGN)
Alternative wave run-up calculations may be used for design, provided that
supportive information is provided by the project proponent. The following gives
one calculation method, suitable for relatively steep slopes such as revetments
from the Coastal Engineering Manual.
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Figure 8-t: Wave Run-Up

Based on the design wave height at the toe of the slope, the calculations for wave
run-up are as follows (Note: that these calculations may be performed in metric or
standard units, but that these units may not be mixed).
The run-up on the surface is calculated using the following definitions:

 Peak wave period (Tp)
 Deep water significant wave height (Hm0)
 Wave height at the toe of the slope (Htoe)
 Structure slope (rs)
In contrast to the slope on a beach, the slope on a structure may take any value up
to 1.0 (corresponding to a 1H:1V slope). For example, the slope for a 2H: 1V
structure would be 0.5. The procedure is as follows:

 Calculate the deep-water wavelength, in feet using Equation 16.8

L0 =

g 2
Tp
2π

(Equation 16.8)

 Calculate the surf similarity parameter for the protective structure (Equation
16.9)

ξ s 0 = rs

L0
Hm0
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(Equation 16.9)
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 Use Equation 16.10 to calculate the wave run-up above the toe of the slope (CEM
VI-5-3, VI-5-6). The surface roughness factor depends on the surface type and is
given in Table 8-23 (CEM Table VI-5-3)

1.5ξ 0
Ru 2% = γ r H toe × 
3.0

for 0.5 < ξ s 0 ≤ 2
for 2 < ξ 0 s < 3 − 4

(Equation 16.10)

Table 8-23: Surface Roughness Reduction Factor (USACE)
Surface Roughness Reduction Factor yr in Equation VI-5-3, Valid for 1 < Eop < 3-4
Type of Slope Surface

yr

Smooth, Concrete, Asphalt

1.0

Smooth block revetment

1.0

Grass (3 cm length)

0.90 – 1.0

1 layer of rock, diameter D1 (Hs/D = 1.5 – 3.0)

0.55 – 0.6

2 or more layers of rock, (Hs/D = 1.5 – 6.0)

0.50 - 0.55

Roughness elements on smooth surface
(length parallel to waterline = l, width = b, height = h)
Quadratic blocks, l = b

h/b

b/Hs

area coverage

0.88

0.12 – 0.19

1/9

0.70 – 0.75

0.88

0.12 – 0.24

1/25

0.75 – 0.85

0.44

0.12 – 0.24

1/25

0.85 – 0.95

0.88

0.12 – 0.18

1/25 (above SWL)

0.85 – 0.95

0.18

0.55 – 1.10

¼

0.75 – 0.85

0.12 – 0.19

1/7.5

0.60 – 0.70

Ribs
1.00

This calculation gives the 2% wave run-up: that is, the height above the toe of the
slope (including scour) exceeded by 2 percent of waves during a design storm. The
design crest elevation should provide some additional freeboard, which should
normally be a minimum of one armor unit diameter, or one foot above the 2% runup elevation, whichever is greater.
The project proponent may select a lower crest elevation if desired, however they
must define how erosion upland of the structure will be managed. The project
proponent may also select a higher crest elevation if desired, if a higher level of
protection is desired.
However, if the run-up value selected by the project proponent is more than 6 feet
or twice the run-up height given here, then the project proponent must provide
justification for the need.

8.16.1.4 CALCULATING WAVE HEIGHT AT TOE OF PROTECTIVE STRUCTURE
The calculations given below may be performed in metric units (meters and
seconds) or in standard units (feet and seconds); however, the units must not be
mixed. The procedure is as follows:
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 Calculate the wave height at which the waves break, Hb (CEM Equations II-4-4
and II-4-8):

H
H b = 0.56 m 0
 L0





−0.2

Hm0

(Equation 16.11)

 Calculate the water depth db at which the waves break (CEM II-4-3 and II-4-5 to II4-7), recording the parameter γb for later use. If the slope r is greater than 10%,
use r = 0.1 in these equations.

a = 43.8(1 − exp[− 19r ])
1.56
;
1 + exp[− 19.5r ]
H
γ b = b − a b2
gTp
b=

db =

Hb

γb

.

(Equation 16.12)
(Equation 16.13)
(Equation 16.14)
(Equation 16.15)

 Determine whether the waves are broken at the toe of the protective measure,
based on the maximum still water level, 6,229.1 feet (1898.6 meters). Determine
which is the relevant case for wave conditions as described below and illustrated
in Figure 8-u.
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Figure 8-u: Design Wave Cases
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Case 1: the toe of the protective measure lies above the maximum still water level.
Only broken waves reach the structure. The wave height is calculated based on a
broken wave, as described in Section 8.16.1.5.
Case 2: The waves break offshore of the toe of the protective structure at the
maximum still water level. The wave height is calculated based on a broken wave,
as described in Section 8.16.1.5
Case 3: The waves are not broken at the toe of the protective measure at the
maximum still water level. However, the waves do break at the toe of the protective
structure for some water level. That is, the water depth db is observed at the toe for
some water level between the minimum still water level, 6,223.0 feet (1896.8
meters), and the maximum still water level, 6,229.1 feet (1898.6 meters). In this case,
design the protective measure to account for wave breaking at the toe (Section
8.16.1.6) and unbroken waves at the maximum still water level (Section 8.16.1.7).
Case 4: The waves do not break at the toe of the protective measure at any water
level. In this case, use only unbroken waves (Section 8.16.1.7). In this case, the
design must be performed by engineers that regularly perform such service.

8.16.1.5 HEIGHT OF BROKEN WAVE – BROKEN OFFSHORE OF THE TOE
Calculate the wave setup η at the toe of the protective measure (CEM II-4-23),
where dt is the still water depth at the toe:

η=

d b − dt
8
1+ 2
3γ b

(Equation 16.16)

The wave setup is an increase in water depth that results from wave action (Refer to
Figure 8-v). The engineer may include the effect of wave setdown (CEM II-4-21) if
desired.
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Figure 8-v: Wave Setup and Run-Up for Design Wave Determination

Add the wave setup to the water depth at the toe of the protective measure and
calculate the height of the broken wave at the toe of the protective structure, Htb,
on the basis of this combined water depth:

H tb = γ b (η + d t )

(Equation 16.20)

If the water depth at the toe of the protective measure without wave setup is
negative (dt ≤ 0) – that is, if the toe of the protective measure is above the still water
level – then the run-up wave must be considered. Linearly interpolate the water
surface elevation between the following two points:
The still water shoreline, at which the wave setup is:

η0 =

db
1+

(Equation 16.18)

8

3γ

2
b

The run-up level hmax, as calculated in Section 8.16.1.3.
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 Calculate the remaining height of the uprushing wave based on the effective
water depth deff at the toe of the protective measure:

(Equation 16.19)

Htb = γ b d eff

8.16.1.6 HEIGHT OF BROKEN WAVE – JUST BREAKING AT THE TOE
The broken wave height at the toe, Htb, is just the breaking wave height calculated
from CEM II-4-4 and II-4-8 (see above), if the wave is just breaking at the toe of the
protective structure:

(Equation 16.20)

Htb = H b
8.16.1.7 HEIGHT OF UNBROKEN WAVE

Calculate the wave height of the unbroken wave at the toe of the protective
measure, Htu, using linear wave theory.
One acceptable method is to interpolate values based on the following table. This
calculates the unbroken significant wave height H and wavelength L at depth d,
based on the significant wave height H0 in deep water and the wavelength L0 in
deep water.

Table 8-24: Interpolation Values for Wave Run-Up
D / L0

H / H0

D / L

L / L0

0.001

0.01263

2.515

0.002

0.01788

2.119

0.07918
0.1119

0.003

0.02192

1.917

0.1369

0.005

0.02836

1.692

0.1764

0.007

0.03362

1.561

0.2082

0.01

0.04032

1.435

0.2480

0.02

0.05763

1.226

0.3470

0.03

0.07135

1.125

0.4205

0.05

0.09416

1.023

0.5310

0.07

0.1139

0.9713

0.6144

0.10

0.1410

0.9327

0.7093

0.20

0.2251

0.9181

0.8884

0.30

0.3121

0.9490

0.9611

0.50

0.5018

0.9905

0.9964

1.00

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

Source: Shore Protection Manual 1984, Table C.1.

Alternative methods of wave calculation are permitted but must be based on the
CEM equations and/or professional wave transformation software tools. For
example, refraction will often reduce the height of waves at the shoreline by taking
into account the effect of oblique wave incidence.
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8.16.1.8 RIPRAP SIZING
A well-designed and constructed rubble mound revetment can successfully protect
backshore embankments and terraces from storm waves. The underlying
philosophy of the rubble-mound is that a pile of stones is inherently efficient at
absorbing wave energy and robust enough in design in that damage is often not
catastrophic. It also can be relatively inexpensive to construct.
This section provides design guidance for selecting the size of rock for riprap slope
protection or to repair the trunk of a rubblemound jetty. The size of rock required
to repair a rubblemound breakwater may be calculated using the same method but
with different parameters, KD rather than KRR, as described in Section 8.7
Breakwaters.
Determine the stone density γs – a typical value is 165 pounds per cubic foot (pcf).
This is used with the density of water γw = 62.4 in the formulae below.

 Select the revetment slope m, typically 1.5H:1V to 2H:1V. If it needs to match
existing slope, the maximum slope is 1.5:1. Greater slopes follow bulkhead
design criteria.

 Select the design wave height – for broken and potentially unbroken waves, as
described above.

FOR BREAKING WAVES:

W50 ,lb =

γ s H b3, feet
3

γ

K RR  s − 1  m
γw


(Equation 16.21)

with KRR = 2.2 (CEM VI-5-86)
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FOR NON-BREAKING WAVES:

W50 ,lb =

γ s (1.27H toe,unbroken, feet )3
3

γ

K RR  s − 1  m
γw


(Equation 16.22)

with KRR = 2.5 (CEM VI-5-86)
If both cases were required to be considered, use the higher of these weights.
Grade the rock on the armor layer to be no wider than:

Wmax = 4.0 W50,lb and Wmin = 0.125 W50,lb

(Equation 16.23)

The nominal rock diameter is:

D 50 ,ft

W50 ,lb 
=

 γs 

1

3

(Equation 16.24)

 The armor layer should be a minimum 2D50 thick.
 The filter layer should have a gradation corresponding to 10% by weight of the
armor layer. The filter layer thickness should be a minimum two stones thick, and
in any case no less than 1 foot thick.

 Geotextile should normally be placed under the filter layer. If the fabric begins to
become exposed or frayed, repairs must be made promptly.
The empirical coefficient in Hudson’s Equation, KRR, is based on laboratory tests and
varies to include the effect of stone angularity or roundness, number of layers of
armor stone, distribution of individual stone sizes about the median size, and
interlocking characteristics. The values suggested here, KRR = 2.2 and KRR = 2.5 are
for a layer of rough-angular quarry-stone at least two stones thick. The stones have
a gradation of weights that varies between 0.125 W50 < W < 4W50. Other values of
KRR for other situations, including artificial concrete armor units, are discussed in
CEM 103.

103

USACE, 2008, Coastal Engineering Manual - Parts I-6
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